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Introduction Introduction 

Introductio n n 

Thiss research addresses the design and control of recycle systems by non-linear analysis. 

AA clear distinction of terms is required right from the start. The term "recycle systems" does 

nott refer to recycling systems but to typical systems from the chemical industry, where one or 

moree recycle streams of reactants are involved. The main reason for using recycle streams is 

thee incomplete conversion of the reactants and hence the need to recover them. Recycle 

systemss consists of one or more reactors, followed by a separation section involving one or 

moree units and one or several recycle streams. Therefore, these units are interconnected 

throughh mass and/or energy streams. Due to the strong interdependence between units and the 

masss feedback, the system as a whole exhibits a non-linear behaviour. Obviously a non-linear 

approachh is required for analysis of such systems. The next chapters extend this key topic. 

Duringg the last decades the strong interaction between design and control of chemical 

processess has been recognized as playing an essential role (Luyben, 1994, Bïldea et ai, 2000). 

Thiss interaction is extremely important also in case of recycle systems. Reactor-Separator-

Recyclee systems involve several units which, typically, are stable as stand-alone units. 

Nevertheless,, coupling stable units does not ensure an overall stable system. Positive 

feedbackk effects complicate the dynamics and control because of interactions and non-linear 

phenomena.. The combination of nonlinearity, disturbances and design uncertainty might lead 

too undesired phenomena: state changes, oscillatory or even chaotic behaviour. Evidently, 

thesee should be avoided by design and control. A poor design or control leads to unwanted 

statee transitions, difficult control or even uncontrollable plant, unpredictable changes in the 

productionn rate, lower purity of products, etc. In contrast, a good design and control lead to a 

simplifiedd flowsheet with increased flexibility , safety and robustness of the plant. This work 

analysess recycle systems and provides guidelines and rules applicable in design and control. 

Thee cause of state multiplicity is found by screening different type of stoichiometrics, from 

thee simple first order reaction to complex multiple reactions, such as polymerization. Besides 

conversion,, selectivity is additional key parameter considered. Definition of a plant 

Damköhlerr number allows the generalization of the results in dimensionless form. 
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Introduction Introduction 

Motivatio n n 
Thee main motivation is given by the design and control interaction. Ziegler and Nichols 

(1943)) remarked in early papers that it is extremely important to realise that controller and 

processs form a unit. Therefore credit or discredit for results obtained are attributable to one as 

muchh as the other. While a poor controller is often able to perform acceptably on a process 

thatt is easily controlled, the finest controller may not deliver the desired performance when 

appliedd to a miserable designed process. Nowadays it is widely accepted that a strong 

interactionn between design and control exists (Douglas, 1988; Fischer et al., 1988). In a recent 

manuscript,, Luyben et al. stressed that "How a process is designed fundamentally determines 

itsits inherent controllability. In an ideal project dynamic and control strategies would be 

consideredconsidered during the process synthesis and design activities" (Luyben et. al, 1999). 

Givenn that design determines controllability of a system, designing the reactor in a stable 

pointt is logical. This is considered necessary also from a health-safety-environment (HSE) 

viewpoint.. A stable operating point avoids undesired effects as: runaway, overflows, leakages, 

emergencyy purges, production and purity fluctuations, state changes, etc. Most modem 

chemicall  plants requires high flexibility  in production, without stopping the system, in order 

too minimize state transition costs. Due to economical reasons, good designs should be also 

ableable to eliminate the unnecessary classical buffer tanks. While a linear approach is usually 

enoughh for a production change of  5-10%, a large change of production (  30-50%) 

requiress a nonlinear approach to determine the changes of conversion and selectivity. 

Processess involving recycles and multiple reactions are typical for the chemical industry. 

Unfortunatelyy there is a lack of information regarding the design an control of recycle systems 

involvingg complex stoichiometry. While the non-linear behaviour of stand-alone reactors -

bothh CSTR and PFR - was intensively studied, there is much less work performed in the area 

off  recycle systems. Most studies about recycle systems considered so far only simple reaction 

types.. However, these simple reactions are rarely found in industrial processes. 

Thiss thesis explores by non-linear analysis, the design and plantwide control of recycle 

systemss involving complex stoichiometry. To give a comprehensive presentation, the thesis 

mayy be divided into three parts. First, a systemic approach of the design of CSTR-Separator-

Recyclee systems is presented. Stoichiometrics with increased complexity, from first order 

reactionn to chain-growth polymerization, are investigated. Reaction stoichiometry plays an 

importantt role as source of multiplicity in recycle systems. Afterwards, the study is extended 
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Introduction Introduction 

too PFR recycle systems considering also non-isothermal cases. An interesting similarity 

betweenn the behaviour of CSTR- and PFR- recycle systems is observed. This suggests that the 

behaviourr of the system is determined by stoichiometry, flowsheet and control structure, 

ratherr than by the reactor type. 

Finally,, the nonlinear behaviour of Reactor - Separator - Recycle systems is analysed for 

somee representative multi-reaction systems with regard to design and plantwide control 

issues.. Besides conversion, selectivity is also considered as key parameter. Results are 

illustratedd using case studies represented by typical industrial processes. 

Mainn contribution s 
Thiss thesis brings the following contributions to the field of integration between design 

andd control by non-linear analysis: 

1.. Plant Damkohler number (Da) is used to study the nonlinear behaviour of recycle 

systemss for design and plantwide control purposes. The usual chemical reaction 

engineeringg definition for Damkohler number uses the flow rate at reactor inlet as 

reference:: Da = k- V-F^-C"'1, where k is the reaction rate constant, V - reactor volume, C -

concentrationn of reference reactant, n - reaction order and F - reactor inlet flow rate, 

respectively.. The plant Damkohler number definition uses the flow rate at plant input 

(Fo)(Fo) as the reference value: Da = k-V-F^-C1'1. In case of complex stoichiometrics k is a 

pseudoo reaction rate constant that accounts for multi-reactions. For systems involving 

recycless this definition is more appropriate than the classical definition of Damkohler 

numberr (Kiss et al., 2002). 

2.. For feasible operation, it is established that plant Damkohler number must exceed a 

criticall  value corresponding to a bifurcation point of the mass balance equations: Da > 

DaDaaa.. Practically, designs near turning points are dangerous, since changing operating 

conditionss or uncertain design parameters can lead to a behaviour that is different from 

thee expected one. Moreover, high sensitivity is likely to occur near turning point (fold). 

Therefore,, designs close to the fold could suffer from operability problems. 

3.. A relative simple design methodology is provided by using nonlinear approach to design 

andd plantwide control problems, where state multiplicity and instability limits the range 

off  feasible designs. Desirable operational regions are found after dividing the space of 

designn parameters in regions with different stability and number of states. The approach 
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Introduction Introduction 

iss applied to generic recycle systems, for which design guidelines are proposed. In order 

too avoid state instability and/or high sensitivity, designs around fold must be avoided. 

Thiss extends previous studies which considered only simple reactions (Bildea et al, 

2000;; Pushpavanam et al, 2001). 

4.. The behaviour of recycle systems is determined by the reaction stoichiometry, recycle 

policyy and control structure, and not by the reactor type. For instance, the behaviour of 

isothermall  PFR recycle systems is identical to the one of recycle systems involving a 

CSTR.. The agreement refers not only to qualitative features, but also to the parameter 

valuesvalues at which different bifurcation phenomena occur. Previous studies considered only 

simplee reactions taking place in CSTRs, stand-alone or involved in recycle (Tyreus and 

Luyben,, 1993; Bildea et al, 2000; Pushpavanam and Kienle, 2001; Waschler et al, 

2003).. The non-linear behaviour of recycle systems involving PFR - operated isothermal 

orr non-isothermal - was not investigated until recently (Kiss et al, 2003). 

5.. Guidelines for controllable designs of recycle systems involving complex stoichiometry, 

ass for example parallel and/or consecutive reactions, are provided. There is a strong 

interconnectionn between the recycle rate, purity of recycle, kinetics and state multiplicity 

andd stability. Large, pure recycles of reactants are recommended as a wise plantwide 

controll  structure (Kiss et al, 2004). In case of multiple products, the kinetic parameters 

couldd be adjusted {e.g. temperature or catalyst change) to manipulate the selectivity 

accordingg to the product of interest. 

6.. Control structures involving self-regulation are feasible only if there are sufficient 

reactionss to adjust the consumption rate of each reactant in such a way that no 

accumulationn occurs. This condition is expressed by a simple equation 

(rank(v )̂) = TV < R ; see Chapter 4 - Kiss et al, 2004), which states that it is possible to 

putt all feed flow rates on flow control only if the rank of the stoichiometric matrix is 

higherr than or equal to the number of reactants. The equation confirms previous 

controllabilityy studies reported in literature (Luyben, 1996). The self-regulation condition 

couldd be defined in a more comprehensive manner as: the maximum number of feed flows 

thatthat can be put onflow control is equal with the minimum value between the rank of the 

stoichiometricstoichiometric matrix and the number of reactants (Dimian and Bildea, 2004). 
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Introduction Introduction 

Thesiss overvie w 
Eachh chapter of this thesis is written in the form of a stand-alone article, including 

abstract,, introduction, results, conclusions, notation and literature references sections. 

Therefore,, each chapter may be read independently. 

Chapterr  1 (Kiss et aU 2004) 

Thiss chapter introduces the type of non-linear behaviour encountered in recycle systems 

andd makes a comparison with stand-alone reactors. When stand-alone units are coupled via 

masss recycle, the system may exhibit state multiplicity. The non-linear behaviour of recycle 

systemss depends also on stoichiometry. Compared to stand-alone reactors, a minimum reactor 

volumee is required in recycle systems for feasible operation. In case of first order reactions, 

forr any Da > Da", the feasible operating point is unique and stable. For more complex 

stoichiometry,, multiple steady states exist some of them being unstable. As a consequence, 

thee range of achievable conversion is limited by the instability of the low-conversion state. A 

relativee simple methodology is provided for the design of recycle systems. In recycle systems 

thee design of the chemical reactor and the control of the reactants' make-up are 

interconnected.. Two basic types of reactant inventory control are considered: 1. Conventional 

settingg of the fresh reactant feeds on flow control, based on the concept of self-regulation. 

Twoo main advantages of this strategy are worth mentioning: a) The production rate can be set 

directlyy by manipulating the feed flow rate, b) The product distribution is fixed in case of 

complexx reactions (see Chapter 4). 2. Fixing the reactor-inlet flow rate, by measuring the 

inventoryy in the recycle loop and adjusting the fresh feed accordingly. (Luyben, 1994; Bïldea 

andd Dimian, 2003). This method decouples the reactor from the rest of the plant, the 

behaviourr being similar to a stand-alone reactor. However, the production rate can not be set 

directlyy in this case. The setpoint of recycles is used to manipulate the production rate. 

Chapterr  2 (Kiss et aL, 2002) 

Thee multiplicity behaviour of six reaction systems of increasing complexity, from one-

reactant,, first-order reaction to chain-growth polymerisation is investigated. Below a critical 

valuee of the plant Damköhler number, Da < Da", the only steady state involves infinite flow 

rates.. Feasible steady states become possible if the critical value is exceeded, Da > Da". For 

one-reactionn systems, one stable steady state is born at a transcritical bifurcation. For 
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consecutive-reactionn systems, including polymerisation, a fold bifurcation can lead to two 

feasiblee steady states. Moreover, the transcritical bifurcation is destroyed when two reactants 

aree involved. If the gel-effect is included, a maximum of four steady states are possible. When 

multiplee steady states exist, the achievable conversion is constrained by the instability of the 

low-conversionn branch. For polymerisation systems, this has practical importance when the 

radicals'' quasi-steady state assumption is not valid or the gel-effect is significant. 

Chapterr  3 (Kiss et aL, 2003) 

Thee non-linear behaviour of isothermal and non-isothermal PFR -separator - recycle 

systemss is explored. The steady state behaviour of six reaction systems of increasing 

complexity,, from one-reactant first-order reaction to chain-growth polymerization, is 

investigated.. In PFR - separator - recycle systems feasible steady states exist only if the 

reactorr volume exceeds a critical value. For one-reaction systems, one stable steady state is 

bornn at a transcritical bifurcation. In case of consecutive-reaction systems, including 

polymerization,, a fold bifurcation can lead to two feasible steady states. The transcritical 

bifurcationn is destroyed when two reactants are involved. In addition, the thermal effects also 

introducee state multiplicity. When multiple steady states exist, the instability of the low-

conversionn branch sets a lower limit on the conversion achievable at a stable operating point. 

AA low-density polyethylene process is presented as a real plant example. The results obtained 

aree similar to CSTR-separator-recycle systems. This suggests that the behaviour is dictated by 

thee chemical reaction and flowsheet structure, rather than by the reactor type. 

Chapterr  4 (Kiss et al, 2004) 

Thee design and plantwide control of Reactor-Separator-Recycle systems implying multi-

reactionss is addressed. The study presents results of the non-linear analysis for two reactor-

separator-recyclee systems involving consecutive/parallel reaction: SI. A + B —> P; A + P —* R 

wheree both reactants are recycled together; and S2. A + B  1P\ 1A —  P + R where reactants 

aree recycled separately. The non-linear analysis, conducted in terms of dimensionless 

numbers,, ensures a large range of applicability. Two case studies corresponding to each 

systemm are presented: butane alkylation and toluene trans-alkylation processes. It is 

demonstratedd that plantwide control relying on self-regulation manifests regions of state 

multiplicityy or unfeasibility. Ignoring the steady state multiplicity can lead to control 
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difficultiess or even un-operable plant. Nonlinear analysis is a way to identify and avoid such 

dangerouss situations at the conceptual stage of design. This chapter provides basic guidelines 

thatt are useful for the design and control of such systems. 

Conclusionss and suggestions for  further  research 

Inn the last part of the thesis the main conclusions of this study are presented. Author's 

commentss and suggestions for further research conclude the thesis. The interaction between 

designn and control can be revealed by mathematical models that considers the nonlinearities 

existingg in nearly every process. The use of linear models is not excluded but linearisation 

aroundd several operating points is required. Design by nonlinear analysis can be outlined as 

follows:: the space of the design parameters is divided into regions with different bifurcation 

diagrams,, then desirable regions of operation and potential stability and/or operability 

problemss are identified. The operation near bifurcation varieties, such as folds, should be 

avoided.. If operation near bifurcation points is required due to performance reasons, the 

controll  system must ensure that possible disturbances do not lead to a catastrophic change of 

system'ss behaviour. 

Thee original contributions presented in this thesis cover an important area of the design 

andd plantwide control of recycle systems. Nevertheless, there is more to explore in future 

studies.. Further research could consider other reactor types, reactions networks and use of 

chemicall  reaction network theory, heat-integration, optimised methods for selecting control 

alternatives,, different separations and product specifications. 
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ChapterChapter 1. DesignDesign and Control of Recycle Systems by Non-linear Analysis 

Chapte rr  1 : Desig n and Contro l of Recycl e System s by 

Non-linea rr  Analysi s 

Abstrac t t 

Thiss chapter introduces the type of non-linear behaviour encountered in recycle systems 

andd makes a comparison with stand-alone reactors. When stand-alone units are coupled via 

masss recycle, the system may exhibit state multiplicity. The non-linear behaviour of recycle 

systemss depends on stoichiometry. Compared to stand-alone reactors, a minimum reactor 

volumee is required in recycle systems for feasible operation. In case of first order reactions, 

forr any Da > Da", the feasible operating point is unique and stable. For more complex 

stoichiometryy multiple steady states exist, some of them being unstable. Consequently, the 

rangee of achievable conversion is limited by the instability of the low-conversion state. A 

relativee simple methodology for designing recycle systems is provided. This is applied latter 

forr several case-studies. 

Inn recycle systems the design of the chemical reactor and the control of the reactants' 

make-upp are interconnected. Two basic types of reactantt inventory control are considered: 

1.. Conventional setting of the fresh reactant feeds on flow control, based on the concept 

off  self-regulation. Two main advantages of this strategy are worth mentioning: a) The 

productionn rate can be set directly by manipulating the feed flow rate, b) In case of complex 

reactionss the product distribution is fixed (see Chapter 4). 

2.. Fixing the reactor-inlet flow rate, by measuring the inventory in the recycle loop and 

adjustingg the fresh feed accordingly. (Luyben, 1994; Bildea and Dimian, 2003). This method 

decoupless the reactor from the rest of the plant, the behaviour being similar to a stand-alone 

reactor.. However, the production rate can not be set directly. The production rate is changed 

byy manipulating the setpoint of recycles. 
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ChapterChapter 1. DesignDesign and Control of Recycle Systems by Non-linear Analysis 

Introductio n n 

Reactor-Separator-Recyclee systems involve several units which are coupled by mass and 

energyy streams. However, even coupling stable units does not guarantee a resulting stable 

systemm (Bildea and Dimian, 2000). The nonlinear behaviour of stand-alone chemical reactors, 

includingg state multiplicity and isolated solutions, has been demonstrated by a large number 

off  articles (Balakotaiah and Luss, 1983; Subramanian and Balakotaiah, 1996; Uppal et al, 

1976;; Waschler et al., 2003). In all cases, the source of state multiplicity was the nonlinear 

dependencee of reaction rate on temperature, coupled with some form of energy feedback. 

Nevertheless,, coupling chemical reactors and separation units through material recycles is an 

additionall  source of nonlinearity that can lead to unstable systems. Undesired phenomena, 

suchh as unfeasibility, parametric sensitivity, state multiplicity or instability, are likely to 

occur.. These should be avoided by design and plantwide control. 

Typicallyy optimization procedures applied in design lead to small reactors. However, 

smalll  reactors exhibit high sensitivity and therefore are very difficult to operate (Dimian, 

2003).. The main requirement is to design reactors that are stable and do not exhibit high 

sensitivity.. Stand-alone reactors are characterized by Damköhler number (Da = k-V-F^C1'1, 

wheree F is the reactor inlet flow rate). For systems involving recycles the plant Damköhler 

numbernumber is more appropriate: Da = k-V-F^-C1'1, where the flow rate at plant input (Fo) is used 

ass reference value. For feasible operation, it has been established that plant Damköhler 

numbernumber must exceed a critical value corresponding to a bifurcation point of the mass balance: 

DuDu > Dac\ (Bildea et al, 2000; Kiss et al, 2002). In recycle systems, designs exhibiting high 

sensitivityy and/or state multiplicity are situated near the critical Damköhler number. These 

designss suffer from serious operability problems. For any small change in kinetics or flow-

rate,, the operating point may fall to the left of the turning point, where no feasible states exist. 

Thee main task of plantwide control is to ensure the overall mass balance, as well as the 

balancee for each component. Normally, the separation units remove the products at a rate 

equall  to their generation rate, hence accomplishing the control of inventory. For recycled 

reactants,, the reactor must ensure that the entire amount fed in the process is transformed into 

products.. When only one reactant is involved, recycle systems are self-regulating. As a result, 

controll  structures consisting of fixed fresh reactant flow rate and floating recycle are feasible. 

Thiss works well when the reactor is large enough (Larsson and Skogestad, 2000). An 
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attractivee advantage of this strategy is the direct setting of the production rate. On the other 

handd the plant is very sensitive to disturbances for small reactors (Dimian, 2003). In this case, 

fixingfixing the recycle and changing the reaction conditions (e.g. temperature, pressure, volume) 

resultss in better performance (Luyben et al, 1999). An alternative is to distribute the 

disturbancee rejection effort equally between the reactor and separation (Wu and Yu, 1996). 

Byy using Luyben's rule (Luyben, 1994) of fixing one stream in the recycle, namely the reactor 

inlett (Bïldea and Dimian, 2003), the reactor behaves as decoupled from the rest of the plant, 

similarr to a stand-alone reactor. If the stand-alone reactor is stable or can be stabilized by 

locall  control, this strategy ensures the stability of the whole recycle system. 

AA relatively simple design methodology consists of the following steps. Write the balance 

equationss for a recycle system considering some basic assumptions: 1. isothermal reactors -

thiss implies that temperature can be controlled. If this is not possible or desired then equations 

forr the energy balance must be taken into account. 2. 'black-box' separation models - this 

assumess that composition can be controlled. These assumptions allow a simplified balance 

thatt written in a dimensionless form ensures a large range of applicability. The degree of 

freedomm analysis for these equations provides the number of variables that must be specified. 

Typically,, several sets of specifications are possible. Therefore, the next step is to choose a 

controll  structure that satisfies one of these sets. Using non-linear analysis, bifurcation 

diagramss are plotted. Effect of different parameters is studied with regard to state multiplicity, 

stabilityy and sensitivity. The instability of some states can be simply demonstrated by steady-

statee analysis. These unstable states should be avoided when selecting the nominal design. At 

thiss stage is also important evaluating the sensitivity with Damköhler number. We have to 

ensuree that no major behavioural changes are possible (e.g. disappearance of steady-states left 

too the fold) when Damköhler number vary (e.g. change of production rate, catalyst 

deactivationn or temperature changes). On top of everything, economic considerations must be 

takenn into account: reasonable temperatures, realistic recycle rates, practical reactor volume, 

etc.. The end result of this analysis is a nominal design, based on the simple steady-state model 

availablee in early design stage when only the plantwide control structure is considered. 

Thee detailed control structure is not yet available nor the size of the units. Therefore a 

dynamicc model is not possible at this conceptual stage. Detailed modelling becomes possible, 

forr example using traditional process simulators such as: AspenTech AspenPlus™ and Aspen 

Dynamics™.. Other commercial (ChemCAD, HYSYS) or in-house simulators are suitable as 
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well.. The full steady-state and dynamic model is used to check the accuracy of the simple 

model.. From our experience, the full model agree with the simple one. This agreement is 

illustratedd in the next chapters where several case-studies are considered. 

Thee design methodology outlined above is very important because the behaviour of 

reactorss in recycle is different compared to stand-alone reactors. Multiple steady-states, 

instabilityy and parametric sensitivity could occur in recycle systems. Reaction systems 

involvingg material recycles are common to industrial practice (Figure 1.1). These recycle 

systemss were recognized as being representative for industry (Luss and Amundson, 1967). 

VJ>> CA.3 

^ 0 > C C 0''  L A, 0 

Recycle e 

AA feed 

^2>^2>  CA,2 

EX] ] 

Separation n 

ccy—c ccy—c A.4 4 

^4 »» CA' 

Figuree 1.1. General structure of CSTR-Separator-Recycle systems with one reactant. 

Thee reactor effluent is processed by the separation section, and afterwards recycled. 

Productt and recycle streams have fixed composition. 

Throughoutt this work. fV and F^m\ are molar and volumetric flow rates, respectively, 

wheree the index k follows streams numbering. The dimensionless volumetric flow rates are 

denotedd by fk = Fkvol -cA0/F0. Concentration and dimensionless concentration of the i"1 

speciess in the kth stream are denoted by Cyt and z& = c\x I CA,OS respectively. All reaction rate 

constantss are evaluated at the fixed reactor temperature. Definition of a plant Damköhler 

numberr (Da) allows the generalization these results in dimensionless form. 
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Desig nn issue s 

FirstFirst  order irreversible reaction: A —>B 

Wee start with the simple first order reaction A-* B, taking place in a stand alone CSTR 

andd a CSTR-Separator-Recycle system. Let us define the plant Damkohler number as: 

DaDa = ky-^—  (1.1) 

Thiss definition uses the flow rate at plant input as the reference value. In case of stand-

alonee reactors the plant input corresponds to the reactor inlet. For recycle systems this 

definitionn is more appropriate than the usual chemical reaction engineering definition, which 

usess the flow rate at reactor inlet as reference. 

Then,, in the stand alone CSTR the conversion can be simply written as: 

ll  + Da 

Forr pure recycle (ZA,3=1) and product (ZA,4=0), the recycle system (Figure 1.1) can be 

describedd by the following dimensionless model: 

Reactor:: l + / 3 - ( l + /3) - zA2 - Da • zA2 =0 (1.3a) 

Separation:: (l + /3) • zA2 - /3 = 0 (1.3b) 

Thee steady-state model has two solutions: 

( z- ^=Gra )) °-4b) 

Conversionn is given again by a simple relationship: 

XX = l-zA2; X = ^ - (1-5) 
Da Da 
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1 1 

0.8 8 

0.6 6 

X, X, 
0.4 4 

0.22 -

00 -

Stand-alonee CSTR ^ — ~ ^ Z ^ ^ 

// / CSTR - Separator - Recycle 

''  r 1 r~ 

A^B B 

0 0 1 1 Da Da 

Figuree 1.2. One reactant, first  order  reaction .4 -> B: Xxs. Da bifurcation diagram. 

AA feasible solution always exist for a stand-alone CSTR. For the recycle-system one 

solutionn is feasible (0 <X< 1) if, and only if Da > 1. 

Figuree 1.2 presents the conversion vs. plant Damköhler number. For the stand-alone 

reactorr a feasible solution always exist. In the case of recycle system, one solution is 

unfeasiblee corresponding to zero conversion and infinite recycle flow rate. The other solution 

iss feasible (0 <X< 1, finite recycle) if, and only if, the following condition is fulfilled: 

Da>\ Da>\ (1.6) ) 

Suchh a feasibility constraint does not appear in the case of stand-alone reactors but it is 

characteristicc to recycle systems. This can be explained by the fact that the separation section 

doess not allow the reactant to leave the process. Consequently, for a given reactant feed flow 

ratee (FQ), large reactor volume (V) or fast kinetics (ki) are necessary to consume the total 

amountt of reactant fed in the process, and thus to avoid reactant accumulation. These three 

variabless are conveniently grouped in the dimensionless plant Damköhler number. When 

designingg such recycle systems one have to keep in mind that a minimum reactor volume is 
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requiredd for a specified kinetics and flow-rate or the flow-rate is limited to a maximum value 

forr a specified kinetics and reactor size. 

FirstFirst  order reversible reaction: A++B 

Lett us consider now the case of a simple reversible reaction taking place in a recycle 

system:: 4< > B Along with the plant Damköhler number defined previously we consider 

thee additional parameter /?=&,/£2, which is the ratio of the reaction rate constants. The 

dimensionlesss model for a CSTR-Separator-Recycle system can be written as: 

Overalll mass balance: (1 - z . 4) — Da 

Separation: : 

Mixingg point: 

ZJLI-ZJLI- P P 

a+^)-^, 1-( i+/3-v0=o o 

(1.7a) ) 

(1.7b) ) 

(1.7c) ) 

1 1 

0.8 8 

0.6 6 

0.4 4 

0.2 2 

j3=k.,/k2 2 

ZA3=1-0 0 
zA4=0.0 0 

A-c^BA-c^B t 
II i i i I I i t - * * " * 

J 3 = 1 0 Q ^ ^ ^ ^ 

-^TTTTTT77

/?=10 0 

(3=2 (3=2 

£=1 1 

y3=0.5 5 

j3=0.1 1 

L —"- HH ' — 

0.1 1 1 1 100 Da 100 1000 0 

Figuree 1.3. Reversible reaction A <-> B: X vs. öa bifurcation diagram, perfect separation. 

Thee achievable conversion depends on kinetics, but the solution is feasible (0 < X< / ) 

if,, and only if Da> 1. 
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Inn case of pure recycle (ZA,3 = 1) and product (ZA.4 = 0) the conversion is given by: 

Da+P Da+P 
XX = \ 

Da-{\Da-{\ + fi) 
(1.8) ) 

Figuree 1.3 presents the conversion versus plant Damköhler number diagram for the case 

off perfect separation - pure recycle and pure product - for different kinetics. The achievable 

conversionn depends strongly on kinetics. High values of reaction constants rate (B) 

correspondss to the limiting case of irreversible reaction A—>B. It is important noting that also 

inn this case the critical value of Damköhler number is one. Hence the same limitations 

regardingg the reactor volume and/or feed flow rate remains valid. 

Att the Damköhler value corresponding to the transcritical bifurcation point 

(Guckenheimerr and Holmes, 1983), given by Eq. 1.9, the recycle becomes infinite. However, 

thiss will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter. Because the reaction is reversible it is 

safee to consider that in practice there will be some reactant A present in the product stream 

(ZA,44 > 0) due to the imperfect separation. 

1 1 

0.8 8 

0.6 6 

< < 

0.4 4 

0.2 2 

0 0 

_zA3=0.8 8 
zA4=0.02 2 

AT^B AT^B 
^ ^^ L4_J 

J33 = = 1 0 0 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

ii 7 i i 

! ! 

0=10 0 

0=2 2 

0=1 1 

0=0.5 5 

0=0.3 3 
ii i i i i i i i i i i i 

0.1 1 1 1 10 0 DaDa 100 1000 0 

Figuree 1.4. A <-> B reaction: A'vs. Da bifurcation diagram for  incomplete separation. 

Thee kinetics influence not only the achievable conversion but also the minimum 

reactorr volume, corresponding to the critical Damköhler value. 
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Thiss case is described in Figure 1.4, where a 2% and 80% concentration of reactant A in 

productt and recycle, respectively, has been considered. Yet again a minimum Damköhler 

numberr exists. This value is no longer one because it depends on kinetics and separation 

performance. . 

Da'-^-Da'-^-ZZ^ ^ (1.9) ) 
(11 + 0K3-1 

Figuree 1.5 shows the conversion vs. Damköhler bifurcation diagram for different recycle 

puritiess (zA,3 = 50% ...100%). The concentration of reactant A in product is considered 2% 

andd the reaction rate constants ratio P = 2. 

0.1 1 1 1 10 0 DaDa 100 1000 0 

Figuree 1.4. A <->B reaction: Xvs. Da bifurcation diagram for  different recycle purities. 

Lowerr recycle purities decrease the achievable conversion. The minimum reactor 

volumee depends on the separation performance (Eq. 1.9). 

Besidess a minimum Damköhler value there is also a maximum Damköhler value that 

correspondss to a zero recycle (fi = 0): 

DaDamsxmsx = 
OO + PK4- I 

(1.10) ) 
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Figuree 1.5 presents the effect of kinetics on the transcritical and maximum Damkohler 

number.. For a feasible design this condition must be fulfilled: Da1 <Da< Damax. 

50 0 

40 0 

(0 0 
Q Q 

30 0 
i i 

20 0 

10 0 

0 0 

Da'Da' = 
(1+0K3-1 1 

/3=k1/k2 2 

zA3=0.8 8 
zA4=0.04 4 

0 0 0.5 5 P P 1.5 5 

500 0 

400 0 

«300 0 
C C 

Q Q 
200 0 

100 0 

0 0 

0 0 

Da™*Da™* = PiPi11-**.*) -**.*) 
ZAS~ZAS~1 1 

20 0 40 0 60 0 

A; A; 

zA3=0.8 8 
zA4=0.04 4 

P P 80 0 100 0 

Figuree l.S. Effect of kinetics on transcritical and maximum Damkohler  numbers. 

DaDaTT and Do"1™ increase when then kinetic ratio ft decreases. 
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Lett us consider now the same reversible reaction (^< ' >B) taking place in a PFR-

Separator-Recyclee system (Fig. 1.6). The dimensionless model for this case is similar to the 

previouss one for CSTR recycle systems: 

dzdzAA<g)<g)== Da V^ ' ' 
Q+fQ+f33)-z)-zAaAa-(f,-z-(f,-zA3A3+z+zAAAA)) = 0 

(ll + / , ) - z , , - ( l + / 3 -z , 3 ) = 0 

z,(0)) = z, i ;^e(0. .1) (1.11a) ) 

(1.11b) ) 

(1.11c) ) 

Whenn separation is considered to be perfect (zA,3 = 1, zA.4 = 0), the minimum reactor 

volumee corresponds to the same critical value of Damköhler number: DaT=\ (Fig. 1.7). If the 

separationn is not perfect then the separation performance affects the minimum Da value. 

Althoughh the reactor is different, Eq. 1.9 is valid also in this case. 

Recyclee p ^ fi> zi 

Product t Coolant t 

Figuree 1.6. General structure of PFR-Separator-Recycle systems with one reactant. 

Thee reactor effluent is processed by the separation section, and afterwards recycled. 

Productt and recycle streams have fixed composition. 
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0.8 8 

0.6 6 

X X 

0.4 4 

0.2 2 

0 0 

/3=k1/k2 2 

zA3=1-0 0 
zA4=0.0 0 

'' *, 

PS S =1000 /^~" 

11 1 1 , 1 

0=10 0 

0=2 2 

0=1 1 

0=0.5 5 

0=0.1 1 
II  . i i i i i 

0.1 1 1 1 Da Da 10 0 100 0 

Figuree 1.7. Reversible reaction /4 o 2? in PFR recycle system, perfect separation. 

Thee achievable conversion depends on kinetics. Solution is feasible (0 < X< 1) if, and 

onlyy if Da> 1. 

1 1 

0.8 8 

0.6 6 

0.4 4 

0.2 2 

0 0 

zA3=0.8 8 
Z A 4 = 0 . 02 2 

i4<< ' i s 
* 2 2 

P' P' = 1 0 0 ^ " " 

A/^ ~ ~ 
//^~I I 

0=10 0 

0=2 2 

13=1 13=1 
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rr ' i 
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Figuree 1.8. Reversible reaction A <-> B: bifurcation diagram for  incomplete separation. 

Thee kinetics influence not only the achievable conversion but also the minimum 

reactorr volume, corresponding to the critical Damköhler value. 
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Figuree 1.9 makes a comparison between the CSTR- and PFR-Separator-Recycle systems for 

thee reversible reaction A <-> B, using the reactor volumes ratio as criteria. This ratio increases 

forr higher conversions. The same conversion can be achieved in a smaller PFR. 

1 1 

0.8 8 

88 0.6 

Q Q 

Q Q 

0.44 -

0.2 2 

0 0 

\ \ \ T ^ ^ ^ 

\\ \ 

\\ 0=0.5 \ j8=1 1 
- HH ' L-

\P=2 \P=2 
_+__Lii  1 

11 k> \ c 
A<A< > B 

* 2 2 

j3=k1/k2 2 

zA3=0.8 8 
zA4=0.02 2 

/3=10\ \ 
1 — i — ' — ^ — ' — l l 

0 0 0.2 2 0.4 4 0.6 6 0.8 8 

100 0 

TO TO 
Q Q 

tn tn o o 

Q Q 

/3=k1/k2 2 

zA3=0.8 8 
zA4=0.02 2 

10 0 

0 0 0.2 2 0.4 4 0.6 6 0.8 8 

Figuree 1.9. Reversible reaction A <->B: reactor  volumes rati o vs. conversion. 

Thee ratio between reactor volumes (VCSTR / VPFR) increases with conversion. 
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SecondSecond order reaction: A+B —y C 

Wee continue this short analysis with the second order reaction A + B —» C, taking place in 

aa CSTR-Separator-Recycle system (Fig. 1.10). Considering that reactants are completely 

recycled,, the dimensionless model is given by these equations: 

Overalll mass balance: f2 - (1 + fK) = 0 

Reactorr - balance A: 

Reactorr - balance B: 

ll + fyZA3-f2-ZA,7-Da-ZA,7-ZB,2=Q 

JJB,0B,0 "  Ji '  ZB,3 — Jl '  ZB,2 ~ ^ a '  ZA,2 '  Z8,2 = 

Separationn - balance A: f2 • zA 2 - ƒ, • zA 3 = 0 

Separationn - balance B: f2 • zB 2 - ƒ, • zB 3 = 0 

Separationn - balance C: \-{zAi +2g3 +zc 3) = 0 

Mixingg point: fR -(ƒ, + fB0) = 0 

(1.12a) ) 

(1.12b) ) 

(1.12c) ) 

(1.12d) ) 

(1.12e) ) 

(1.12f) ) 

(l-12g) ) 

Bfeed d 

Coolant t 

Figuree 1.10. General structure of CSTR-Separator-Recycle systems with two reactants. 

Thee reactor effluent is processedd by the separation section, and afterwards recycled. 
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Conversionn can be calculated again using a simple relationship: 

1 1 
X>X> =

l + / 3 - f u u 
(1.13) ) 

Figuree 1.11 shows the Da vs. XA bifurcation diagram for the second order reaction considered. 

Theree is a major change of behaviour compared to the first order reaction discussed above. 

Twoo steady states are born at a turning point (fold bifurcation), at least one of them being 

unstable.. Next chapters demonstrate that low-conversion branch is unstable. The locus of the 

turningg points gives a necessary, but not sufficient, feasibility condition. This can be 

calculatedd rather simple as: 

(Da,X(Da,XAA))FF = PP + A) 
{{ ( l - z«) (1~/R)2 1 + A + Z C , - / R - -C.3 3 

(1.14) ) 

withh the limiting case (zc,3->0 and JR-X») , corresponding to zero conversion: lim DaF = 4. 
/ R - > » » 

0.8 8 

>? ? 
0.6 6 

0.4 4 

0.2 2 

0 0 

ZC,3=0 0 

AA  5 
f R = 1 0 // ^... 

ii .. . , 

A+B^C C 

^ \ ' 3 3 

0 0 10 0 200 Da 30 40 0 50 0 

Figuree 1.11. Second order  reaction A+B—ï C: X\ vs. Damköhler  bifurcation diagram. 

Multiplee steady-states exist. The achievable conversion depends on the recycle rate. 
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1 1 

0.8 8 

X" " 

0.6 6 

* * 

0.4 4 

0.2 2 

0 0 

fR=5 5 A+B-*C C 

Zc,3=0\ \ 

10 0 200 Da 30 40 0 50 0 

Figuree 1.12. Second order  reaction A+B-> C: X\ vs. Damköhler  bifurcation diagram. 

Multiplee steady-states exist. The achievable conversion depends on the recycle purity. 

Figuree 1.12 presents the effect of recycle purity on the behaviour of the system, for a 

specifiedd recycle flowrate (/R=5). A lower purity of the recycle limits the achievable range of 

conversionn and increases the reactor volume (Da) for a given kinetics and feed flow-rate. 

Thee simple examples presented above illustrate the complexity of recycle systems 

comparedd to stand-alone reactors. This complexity is increasing with the reactions 

stoichiometry.. More details about this key topic are presented in the next chapters. Compared 

too stand-alone reactors, a minimum reactor volume is required in recycle systems for feasible 

operation.. In case of first order reactions, for any Da > Daa, the feasible operating point is 

uniquee and stable. For more complex stoichiometry multiple steady states exist, some of them 

beingg unstable. Consequently, the range of achievable conversion is limited by the instability 

off the low-conversion state. Design parameters, such as recycle or reaction rates, can be 

manipulatedd to achieve desired conversions. 
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Plantwid ee Contro l 

Thee approach of controlling recycle systems is recognized nowadays as plantwide 

control.control. One of the first volume dedicated to this topic has been published by Luyben et al. 

(1999).. They acknowledged that design fundamentally determines the process controllability. 

safetyy margin ^ - ^ " " "^ 

~xx stable operating point 

.22 / 
SS j 
II fold A 
o o 
UU \ 

I—— • nominal operating point (unstable) 

extinctionn " . . . 
. . .. l i i — *• 

Reactorr volume 

Figuree 1.13. Generic bifurcation diagram for  a recycle system. 

Statee multiplicity exist, at least one state being unstable. Feasible region is limited. 

Thee control strategy should be considered during the process synthesis and design 

activities.. Plantwide control problems occur due to the complex recycles of mass and energy 

thatt characterise modern plants. Positive feedback effects complicate the dynamics and 

controll due to interactions and non-linear phenomena. As demonstrated the probability of 

multiplee steady-states is high for recycle systems. For example, the conversion vs. Damköhler 

diagramm exhibits two branches in the case of bimolecular reactions. The instability of the low 

conversionn branch can be demonstrated using only steady-state considerations (Kiss et al., 

2002).. The dynamic demonstration for this branch is not required since this branch is unstable 

alreadyy from the steady-state (Fig. 1.13). However, the full dynamic model is required to 

provee the stability of the high conversion branch. This is an interesting issue for the design of 

suchh systems because here more exotic unstable behaviour could appear. 
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Inn recycle systems the design of the chemical reactor and the control of the reactants' 

make-upp are interconnected. Two simple types of reactant inventory control are possible: 

1.. Self-regulation of component inventory: this conventional control structure consists of 

settingg the fresh reactant streams on flow control (Fig. 1.1). This classical strategy is possible 

onlyy if the reactor is large enough (i. e. high plant Damköhler number). In case of first-order 

reactions,, this control structure could lead to snowballing if the conversion is low (Wu and 

Yu,, 1996). However, the conventional structure works well at high conversion (Bildea and 

Dimian,, 2003). The explanation is related to the design of the chemical reactor characterized 

byy the plant Damköhler number. Additional constraints could arise because of undesired non

linearr phenomena such as state multiplicity, high sensitivity to production rate changes or 

parameterr uncertainty in design. However, these constrains could be avoided by correct 

designn decisions. Using this strategy the production rate can be simply set in a direct manner. 

Moreover,, the product distribution is fixed in the case of complex reactions (see Chapter 4). 

Coolant t 

''  CA,0 

AA feed jV3-

I I -+T+ -+T+ 

"X1 1 

7,—(TC)--

CSTR R 

7 T T 

- ^ 3 ''  CA,3 

Recycle e 

^ 1 ''  CA,1 

cch—— c A,3 3 

^ 2 ''  CA' 

1X3 3 

Separation n 

CCH—— c A,4 4 

^ 4 ''  CA,< 

Figuree 1.14. Regulation by feedback control for  a one-reactant recycle system. 

Reactorr inlet flow rate is fixed while fresh feed of reactant is variable. 
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2.. Regulation by feedback control: the component inventory is measured and a suitable 

feedbackk control system is applied. Luyben's rule states that a stream in a recycle loop should 

bebe set onflow control (Luyben, 1994). Bildea and Dimian (2003) recommend the inlet of the 

chemicall reactor being an appropriate location for fixing the flow rates. This location ensures 

stablee behaviour and avoids the undesired non-linear effects. The reactant make-up could be 

suppliedd in any inventory device of the recycle loop. Therefore, an appropriate 

implementationn is fixing the reactor-inlet flow rate, measuring the inventory in the recycle 

loopp and adjusting the fresh feed accordingly (Fig. 1.14). 

Byy adopting the proposed rule, for instance, the behaviour of a PFR in recycle becomes 

identicall to that of a stand-alone PFR that has a unique stable steady state. Therefore, classical 

controll strategies developed for stand-alone reactors can be applied. However, this approach 

bringss no significant improvement when the stand-alone reactor itself {e.g. non-isothermal 

CSTR)) exhibits state multiplicity. An interesting approach in this case would be to modify or 

compensatee the non-linear behaviour of the stand-alone reactor by using the material feedback 

off die recycle in a clever manner. 

Onee major inconvenient of the regulation by feedback control structure is that the 

productionn rate can not be set directly. The production rate can be changed by manipulating 

thee setpoint of recycles. 

Conclusion s s 

Whenn stable stand-alone units are coupled via mass recycle, the complete system may 

exhibitt state multiplicity. The non-linear behaviour of recycle systems depends also on 

stoichiometry.. In case of simple first order reaction a minimum reactor volume is necessary 

forr feasible operation. For any Da > Daa, the feasible operating point is unique and stable. In 

otherr cases {e.g. second order reaction), multiple steady states exist, some of them being 

unstable.. Consequently, the range of achievable conversion is limited by the instability of the 

low-conversionn state. 

Inn recycle systems, a strong interaction between the design of the chemical reactor and 

thee control of the reactants' make-up exists. Two basic types of reactant inventory control are 

possible:: 1. Self-regulation of component inventory: this conventional control structure 

consistss of setting the fresh reactant streams on flow control (Fig. 1.1). 2. Regulation by 
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feedbackfeedback control: the component inventory is measured and an appropriate feedback control 

systemm is implemented. An appropriate location for fixing the flow rates is the inlet of the 

chemicall reactor (Fig. 1.14). Feed policy of the reactants is the main difference between these 

twoo control strategies. 

Thee conventional strategy, based on the concept of self-regulation, offers more 

advantagess but one must be aware of the non-linear behaviour when designing such systems. 

AA major advantage of this conventional control structure is the opportunity to set directly the 

productionn rate and fix the product distribution (Kiss et al, 2004). The regulation by feedback 

controll approach leads to systems where the reactor behaves as decoupled from the rest of the 

plant,, similar to a stand-alone reactor. Therefore, conventional control strategies developed 

forr stand-alone reactors can be applied. However, this approach is not always feasible or very 

helpfull due to the process constrains or because the stand-alone reactor itself exhibits state 

multiplicity.. The main inconvenient of the regulation by feedback control structure is that the 

productionn rate can not be set directly. The production rate can be changed by manipulating 

thee setpoint of recycles. 

Notatio n n 

cc = concentration, mol/m3 

FF = flow rate, mol/s 

fifi = flow rate, dimensionless 

kk = reaction rate constant, (mol/m3)1""^"1 

nn = reaction order, dimensionless 

VV = reactor volume, m3 

XX = conversion, dimensionless 

z\z\ = concentration, dimensionless 

== C\ I CA,0 

pp = reactions rate constants ratio, dimensionless 

== k21 ifci 
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Subscripts s 

00 = fresh feed 

11 = reactor inlet 

22 = reactor outlet, separation inlet 

33 = recycle stream 
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Chapte rr  2 : Non-linea r Analysi s of CSTR-Separator -

Recycl ee System s 

Abstrac t t 

Thiss article investigates the design and control of isothermal Reactor - Separator -

Recyclee systems. The multiplicity behaviour of six reaction systems of increasing complexity, 

fromfrom one-reactant, first-order reaction to chain-growth polymerisation, is investigated. Below 

aa critical value of the plant Damkohler number, Da < Da", the only steady state involves 

infinitee flow rates. Feasible steady states become possible only if the critical value is 

exceeded,, Da > DaCT. For one-reaction systems, one stable steady state is born at a 

transcriticall bifurcation. For consecutive-reaction systems, including polymerisation, a fold 

bifurcationn can lead to two feasible steady states. Moreover, the transcritical bifurcation is 

destroyedd when two reactants are involved. If the gel-effect is included, a maximum of four 

steadyy states is possible. When multiple steady states exist, the achievable conversion is 

constrainedd by the instability of the low-conversion branch. This has practical importance for 

polymerisationn systems when the radicals' quasi-steady state assumption is not valid or the 

gel-effectt is significant. 
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Introductio n n 

Thee nonlinear behaviour of chemical reactors includes state multiplicity, isolated solution 

branches,, instability, sustained oscillations, and exotic phenomena like strange attractors and 

chaoticc behaviour. The first-order exothermic reaction A -*• B, taking place in a cooled 

CSTR,, received considerable attention in the chemical reaction engineering literature. For this 

reactionn system, at most three steady states and seven different bifurcation diagrams are 

possiblee (Balakotaiah and Luss, 1984). Seven steady states and twenty-three bifurcation 

diagramss are possible in the case of two consecutive first-order reactions, A-* B—>C (Farr 

andd Aris, 1986). For two simultaneous reactions, A —> B; A -> C, five steady states and forty-

eightt bifurcation diagrams exist (Balakotaiah and Luss, 1983). The complexity further 

increasess when the dynamic behaviour is considered. For example, the first-order reacting 

systemm in a cooled CSTR shows thirty-seven phase-plane diagrams (Uppal, Ray and Poore, 

1974,, 1976). 

Besidess non-isothermal operation, autocatalytic kinetics is an additional source of 

nonlinearity.. Examples are: the autocatalytic reaction A + nB -> (n +1)2? in an isothermal 

CSTR,, which exhibits state multiplicity, isolated solutions, and sustained oscillations (Gray 

andd Scott 1983, 1984); models of the Belousov-Zhabotinskii reaction, (for example, the 

Brusselatorr and the Oregonator); and interacting biochemical species in a chemostat (Razón 

andd Schmitz, 1987). 

Inn polymerisation reactors, both heat effects and autocatalytic kinetics are present. Hence, 

nonlinearr phenomena are not a surprise. Freitas Filho, Biscaia and Pinto (1994) considered a 

genericc model of the free radical homopolymerisation, which can have up to five steady 

states.. They concluded that state multiplicity should be expected for most polymerisation 

systems,, as reported by many researchers (for example, Hamer, Akramov and Ray, 1981, 

Schmidt,, Clinch and Ray, 1984). 

Nonlinearr phenomena can be also induced by material recycles. Reilly and Schmitz 

(1966,, 1967) and Luss and Amundson (1967) considered the plug-flow reactor with recycle of 

aa fraction of reactor's effluent. This system exhibits state multiplicity and sustained 

oscillationss around a unique steady state. This behaviour was caused by energy feedback, 

becausee the recycle had the same temperature as the reactor outlet. Pareja and Reilly (1969) 

acknowledgedd that recycle reactors could become unstable solely as a result of material 
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feedback.. They did not show, however, any example. Further investigations of the recycle 

tubularr reactor reported more complex behaviour, including chaos (Berezowski and 

Burghardt,, 1989, Jacobsen and Berezowski, 1998, Recke and tegensen, 1999). 

Otherr reaction systems involving material recycles are common to industrial practice 

(Figuree 2.1). The reactor effluent is handled by a separation section, which provides the 

productt (4) and recycle (3) streams with controlled composition. In polymerisation processes, 

aa sharp reactant (monomer, M) - product (polymer, P) separation is possible, because of the 

largee difference in physical properties. When two reactants are involved, the feed flow rate of 

thee second reactant (initiator, I) can be used as the manipulated variable in a control loop 

keepingg constant concentration at the reactor inlet (dashed drawing in Figure 2.1). 

Recycle e 

M)>> C M 0 

II feed 

MM feed 

r, , 

TC2, , 

''  CM,1 

(TC1> > 

Coolantt »U| 

F„c c M.2 2 

CSTR R 

7 Y Y 

C C ) —— CM,3-CH0 

£ 3 3 
EX] ] 

Separation n 

feO feO 
e*3 3 

CC>—— CM, 4=0 

F, F, 

Figuree 2.1. General structure of Reactor-Separator-Recycle systems. 

Thee reactor effluent is processed by the Separation section, and afterwards recycled. 

Productt and recycle streams have fixed composition. Dashed drawing refers to 

systemss with two reactants. 

Suchh systems, which will be called Reactor-Separator-Recycle systems, were recognized 

ass being representative for chemical plants (Luss and Amundson, 1967). The interest in 

Reactorr - Separator - Recycle systems is also motivated by several plantwide control studies 
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(Luybenn and Luyben, 1997, Wu and Yu, 1996), which reported difficult control of some 

Reactorr - Separator - Recycle systems. 

Recently,, Pushpavanam and Kienle (2001) considered an exothermic first-order reaction 

inn a CSTR - Separator (instantaneous flash) - Recycle system. Twenty-four different 

bifurcationn diagrams are presented, which include a maximum of two steady states, isolated 

solutionn branches and limit cycles. Although the units were decoupled energetically via heat 

exchangers,, energy feedback was still present inside the stirred tank reactor. 

Inn this article, we focus on multiple reactions (including polymerisation) taking place in a 

CSTRR - Separator - Recycle system. We consider that the reaction temperature is controlled, 

forr example, by the coolant flow rate. This agrees with the industrial practice, and completely 

excludess energy feedback effects. Thus, we expect nonlinear effects that are only due to the 

recyclee and the kinetics. 

Inn a previous communication (Bildea, Dimian and Iedema, 2000) regarding the 

interactionn between design and control of Reactor - Separator - Recycle systems, the plant 

Damkohlerr number was introduced and examples of transcritical and fold bifurcations were 

given.. The study had an exploratory character, was restricted to simple kinetics, emphasis 

beingg given to the control structure necessary to reject disturbances. In the present article, the 

effectt of reaction kinetics is systematically investigated with emphasis on polymerisation. In 

orderr to identify the sources of different nonlinear phenomena, we study systems of 

increasingg complexity (Table 2.1). First two sections consider simple chemical systems (SI, 

S2).. which have a stoichiometry similar to the global stoichiometry of self-initiated and 

chemically-initiatedd polymerisation, respectively. A particular feature of chemical reactors in 

recyclee systems will be shown: feasible operation is possible only if the reactor size exceeds a 

criticall value. For systems SI and S2, this corresponds to a transcritical bifurcation of the 

balancee equations. The following sections will add more complexity by considering 

consecutivee reactions (systems S3 and S4, respectively). In this case, a fold bifurcation can 

occur,, leading to state multiplicity and instability. These are relevant when the quasi-steady 

statee assumption (QSSA) for the intermediate species (R) is not valid. Moreover, the 

transcriticall bifurcation is destroyed if two reactants are involved. Polymerisation systems S5 

andd S6, which include initiation, propagation and termination reactions, also show state 

multiplicity.. This has a practical significance when the radicals' QSSA is not valid or the gel 

effectt is present. Our approach, which does not address a particular polymerisation process, is 
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similarr to the work of Freitas Filho, Biscaia and Pinto (1994) and Melo et al. (2001). 

Tablee 2.1. Investigated reactions mechanisms. 

Self-initiation 11 Chemica l initiation 2 

S2.S2. Two reactants 

MM + I—^P 

S4.S4. Consecutive reactions 

I^^>R I^^>R 

MM + R k> >P 

S6.S6. Chain-growth polymerisation 

II22 —**-  2 / • 

MM +1  —*- > Ri

RRnn»+R»+Rmm > Pn+Pm 

11 From the reactor effluent only the reactant M is recycled. 
22 From the reactor effluent only the reactant M is recycled. Concentration of I at reactor inlet is fixed. 

Thee results obtained in this way are generic for Reactor - Separator - Recycle systems 

withh a polymerisation reaction. In this article we concentrate on the macroscopic behaviour, 

whichh can be described using only the zero-th and first moments of the molecular weight 

distributionn (MWD). Higher moments are important only when the polymer properties are 

considered. . 

Throughoutt this work, Fk and Fk,VOi are molar and volumetric flow rates, respectively, 

wheree the index k follows streams numbering of Figure 2.1. The dimensionless volumetric 

floww rates are denoted by fk = FKvoi cM0/F0 . Concentration and dimensionless concentration 

off the i* species in the k* stream are denoted by c^ and z\x = c^ I CM,O, respectively. The 

dimensionlesss reactor concentrations will be written simply as, for example, M = zH2 , 

RR = zR 2, etc. In this study we will consider a sharp separation, hence CMA = *UA = 0 and CM,3 = 

CM,OO •> ZM,3= 1 • All reaction rate constants are evaluated at the fixed reactor temperature. 

SI.SI. One reactant 

MM —i->P 

S3.S3. Consecutive reactions 

M—^R M—^R 

MM +R—^-^P 

SS.SS. Chain-growth polymerisation 

M—M— kk

MM + ƒ • —*-> #, • 

RRnn»+R»+Rmm»—^>P»—^>Pnn + Pm 
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One-reactan tt  recycl e system s (S1) 

Wee start our study with the first order reaction M -» P, taking place in a CSTR-

Separator-Recyclee system. This is the simplest case of chemical reaction, having a 

stoichiometryy that is equivalent to the global stoichiometry of a self-initiated polymerisation. 

Thee system can be described by the following dimensionless model, which considers constant 

densityy and neglects time delays due to recycle and the capacity of the mixing vessel: 

R e a c t o r :: ^ = J_r1 + /3_(i + / 3 ) .A / ] -M (2.1a) 
drdr Da 

Separation:: r s ^ - = (l + ƒ,)• M- f3 (2.1b) 
dx dx 

Thee model variables are the dimensionless time (x = k]t), reactant concentration 

(MM = zR2 = cM2/tM0 ) and volumetric flow rate of the recycle stream (/3 = F3 vol -c0/F0 ). The 

modell is parametcrised by the plant Damkohler number (Da) and the dimensionless 

separationn time constant (r s = k}Ts). 

Thee definition of the plant Damkohler number, 

DaDa = kx—— (2.2) 

usess the flow rate at plant input as the reference value. For recycle systems this definition is 

moree appropriate than the usual chemical reaction engineering definition, which uses the flow 

ratee at reactor inlet as reference. 

Thee dynamic modelling of the separation unit deserves a special discussion. Using a 

rigorousrigorous model, which might easily contain one hundred differential equations, renders 

analysiss difficult and generalization of the results impossible. To our knowledge, simplified 

dynamicc models are available only for open-loop units, but not for the practical case of 

closed-loopp operation. For this reason we use the simple model (Eq. 2.1b), which assumes 

thatt the composition of the outlet streams is constant due to local control. The model 

considerss that changing the flow rate or composition of the inlet stream is reflected by a 
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graduall change of the flow rate of outlet streams, which follows a first-order dynamics. 

Clearly,, constant compositions of the separation-outlet streams can be achieved at steady 

state,, by manipulating internal flow rates or heat duties. However, the assumption of constant 

compositionn during transient operation (as, for example, when sustained oscillations occur 

duee to a limit cycle) is questionable. Consequently, we restrict the use of the dynamic model 

too illustrate the instability of low-conversion states in the multiplicity region. Note that 

althoughh a valid dynamic model is necessary to guarantee the state stability, it is possible to 

provee the instability using only steady state arguments (van Heerden, 1958). 

Thee steady-state model, obtained by dropping the time derivatives in Eq. 2.1, has two 

solutions: : 

Figuree 2.2 presents the conversion X = 1 - M vs. the plant Damkohler number. One 

solutionn is unfeasible, corresponding to zero conversion and infinite recycle flow rate. The 

otherr solution is feasible (0 < X< 1, finite recycle) if, and only if, the following condition is 

fulfilled: : 

DaDa > 1 (2.4) 

Suchh a feasibility constraint, characteristic to recycle systems, does not appear in the case 

off stand-alone reactors. It can be explained by the fact that the separation section does not 

alloww the reactant to leave the process. Consequently, for a given reactant feed flow rate (Fo), 

largee reactor volume (V) or fast kinetics ( ki ) are necessary to consume the whole amount of 

reactantt fed in the process, and thus to avoid reactant accumulation. These three variables are 

convenientlyy grouped in the dimensionless plant Damkohler number. 

Att the critical value Da = 1, two different manifolds of steady states cross each other, in 

thee combined space of state variables and parameters (point T in Figure 2.2). According to the 

bifurcationn theory, this is a transcritical bifurcation point (Guckenheimer and Holmes, 1983), 

(2.3a) ) 

(2.3b) ) 
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wheree an exchange of stability takes place: for Da < 1, the trivial solution (X = 0, ƒ, = oo ) is 

stable;; this state loses stability at Da = 1, at which point the feasible solution 

11 1 
(X,fi)(X,fi) = 1-

DaDa Da-I 
getss physically meaningful values and gains stability. 

1 1 

0.55 -

v<< n XX u 

-0.55 -

-1 1 

Stand-alonee C S T R ^ 

.' ' 

// i 

_T/ _T/ // CSTR - Separator - Recycle 

0.1 1 1 1 Da Da 10 0 

Figuree 2.2. One reactant, first  order  reaction (SI): X\s. Da bifurcation diagram. 

Onee solution is unfeasible, corresponding to zero conversion and infinite recycle flow 

rate.. The other solution is feasible (0 <X< 1, finite recycle) if, and only if Da > 1. 

Forr a general system, the transcritical bifurcation is not generic. This is explained by 

Figuree 2.3, where parameter {n) - dependent solutions (x) are presented, for the simplest 

equationn showing this type of bifurcation (normal form) and two of its perturbations 

(Golubitskyy and Schaeffer, 1985). It can be seen that an arbitrary small change of the model 

(££ * 0 ) leads to qualitatively different diagrams. 

Thee transcritical bifurcation occurring in Reactor - Separator - Recycle systems does not 

disappearr for changes of the additional model parameters, for example ZM,3^1 or ZM,4^0, but 

movess to (Da,X) = Ml - zM 4 )/(zM3 ),0). Thus, it is a persistent phenomenon. 
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x(n-x)) + E = 0 
EE = 0 

A A 

100 -5 

100 -

55 -

X X 

..-•'"" " 

-5 5 
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5 5 

H H 

10 0 

X(jl-X )) + E = 0 

E = 1 1 

B B 

100 -5 
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-5 5 
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10 0 

Figuree 2.3. The transcritical bifurcation. 

Arbitraryy small perturbation e * 0 leads to qualitatively different bifurcation diagrams. 

Solidd and doted lines refer to stable and unstable states, respectively. 
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Too give a visual explanation, consider two straight lines, intersecting in a 3-D space: in 

general,, the intersection point vanishes for arbitrary small perturbations; however, if some 

mechanismm forces the lines to stay in the same plane (fixed composition of product and 

recyclee streams), only the location of the intersection point changes. We note that the 

isothermall CSTR with quadratic autocatalytic reaction shows a similar behaviour (Gray and 

Scott,, 1983). Two steady states exist: a zero-conversion state, stable for Da < 1/4; and a 

secondd state, physically meaningful (X> 0) and stable for Da > 1/4. 

However,, other perturbations can destroy the transcritical bifurcation. For example, 

recyclingg a fraction of the reactant present in reactor effluent leads to a Da - X bifurcation 

diagramss that has two distinct branches, among which only one has a physical meaning (as 

diagramm B of Figure 2.3, Bïldea, Dimianand Iedema, 2000). 

Forr the isothermal (stand-alone) CSTR, changing the autocatalytic kinetics from 

quadraticc to cubic leads to a change of the Da - X dependence from type A to type C (Gray 

andd Scott, 1983). In the following sections, we will show that more complex reactions in 

CSTRR - Separator - Recycle systems can lead to a behaviour that is similar to the one 

representedd in diagram C of Figure 2.3. 

Analysingg more complex systems, we will disregard the trivial solution (X =0, infinite 

floww rates). 

Two-reactan tt  recycl e system s (S2) 

Thee second-order reaction M +1 -> P has a stoichiometry that is identical to the global 

stoichiometryy of a chemically - initiated polymerisation. From the reactor effluent, only one 

reactantt (M) is recycled. The feed flow rate of the second reactant (I) is adjusted in order to 

keepp its concentration at reactor inlet at a prescribed value (zii). The reactor outlet 

concentrationss M = cM^/cM0 and I = cu/cM>0, and the volumetric flow rates f2 and fJ0 are 

thee variables of the dimensionless model (Eqs. 2.5): 

MM balance: l~Da-I-M = 0 (2.5a) 

I22 balance: f2-(zul-l)-Dal-M = 0 (2.5b) 
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Fixedd zi, 1: / i . o '' z\s> (2.5c) ) 

Floww rate: / 2 - ( l + f2-
M + Ao) = 0 (2.5d) ) 

where:: Da = k} — : cM0; z\$ - Ci.o / CM.O ; ^ , i _ ^u / CM,O 

andd ƒ; 0 = 

A)/CM,0 0 

ci ,oo . /22 = ^2.vol l 

*i>/CM,00 ' F o/ C MJ 

AA closed-form parametric solution is possible (Eqs. 2.6): 

'1,0 0 

(11 -X) ( z l 0 - zu)[zl0zu -X{z^ -zu)] 
(2-6a) ) 

M=(\-X) M=(\-X) 
rr  \ 

(2.6b) ) 

{ho-{ho-zzli)'li)'X X 

ƒƒ = * , , - - (2.6c) ) 

f2f2 = 
'1.0 '1.0 

) ) 
(2.6d) ) 

Aoo = 
^ * ( ^ o - ^ i ) ) 

(2.6c) ) 

wheree X e [0,l] is the conversion of the reactant M. 
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Figuree 2.4 presents the conversion X versus the plant Damkohler number, for z\,o = 1 and 

differentt values of z\_\. A feasible solution exists only if Da exceeds a critical value, Da > 

Da".Da". The critical value results by setting X— 0 in Eq. 2.6a: 

DaDacc' ' 
ZZUU izi,o zyJ 

(2.7) ) 

Moreover,, the minimum value of Daa is given by: 

mmmm Daa = (Da") = — 
'-u-W22 2,„ 

(2.8) ) 

1 1 

0.8 8 

0.6 6 

0.4 4 

0.2 2 

0 0 

ZZ 1.0=1 

Do o 11 / 
z u ( 1 - z u ) / ^ / / 

""  1 ^ 

^/S^/S s? 

z^yo.9 9 

- * " ** i i 

0.6 6 

0.4 4 

0.3 3 

0.2 2 

z uu =0.1 

ii i i i I 

1 1 10 0 Da a 100 0 

Figuree 2.4. Two-reactants, second order  reaction (S2). 

AA feasible solution exists only if Da exceeds a critical value, Da > Da". 
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Consecutive-reaction ss recycl e system s 

Inn this section, more complexity is introduced by considering two consecutive reactions 

andd an intermediate component (R). In a chain-growth polymerisation, these roughly 

correspondd to the initiation and propagation-termination steps, and the radical species, 

respectively. . 

Inn general, the parameterss of a dimensionless model can be defined in different ways. It is 

desirable,, however, that the dimensionless parameters have physical significance. In the 

following,, we will use a QSSA to obtain a reaction rate constant related to the consumption 

ratee of the recycled reactant (M). This will be used to define the Damkohler number. A 

secondd dimensionless parameter will be related to the QSSA concentration of the intermediate 

component.. The procedure is presented in detail for the reaction system S3. 

Self-initiatio nn (S3) 

Underr the quasi steady state assumption, the concentration of the intermediate component 

RR is given by: 

^ = 7 " ^^ (2-9) 

Thiss gives one dimensionless parameter 

(3=(3= 2 ' C H O (2.10) 

whichh is proportional to the reciprocal value of R's concentration, when the QSSA is valid. 

Thee balance equations for the recycled reactant (M) can be written as: 

Thus,, the consumption of the recycled reactant follows a first-order kinetics, with a 

reactionn rate constant equal to 2k\. This will be used to define the Damkohler number: 
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DaDa = 2kx
 V (2.12) 

M)) / CM,0 

Employingg the parameters Da and )3 defined above and discarding the QSSA, the 

dimensionlesss model can be written as: 

MM balance: \--Da\M + p-M-R] = 0 (2.13a) 

Rbalance:: — + -Da\M- BMR} = 0 (2.13b) 
\-M\-M 2 l J 

or,, in a condensed form: 

g(M,R,Da,(3)g(M,R,Da,(3) = 0 (2.13c) 

wheree R = CRJ / CM,O-

Thee feasible solution can be obtained in a parametric form: 

2pX(l-X) 2pX(l-X) 

M=\-XM=\-X (2.14b) 

,, w+i-^W^ F (214c) 
ptpxptpx -\ + ̂ J\ + 6pX + p2X2\ 

Xe[0,l] ] 

Figuree 2.5 presents the dependence of reaction conversion vs. plant Damkohler number, 

forr different values of p. All the curves pass through the point (Da, X) = (2, 0), which is a 
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transcriticall bifurcation point. When the second reaction is slow (/? < 1), the system behaves 

inn a similar way as the first-order reaction in a CSTR-Separator-Recycle system: a unique, 

feasiblee steady state (X> 0) exists if, and only if, Da>2. 

1 1 Da Da 
10 0 

Figuree 2.5. Consecutive reactions with self-initiation (S3). 

Alll the curves pass through the transcritical bifurcation point {DaJC) = (2,0). 

Forr P > 1, state multiplicity is possible. No steady state exists for Da < 1. 

Thee X vs. Da bifurcation diagram (including the unfeasible domain of negative 

conversion)) exhibits two turning points, corresponding to fold bifurcations. The defining 

condition: : 

g(X,R,Da,p)g(X,R,Da,p) = 0 (2.15a) ) 

3g3g(X,R(X,RttDa,Da,PP))=0 =0 

8(X,R) 8(X,R) 
(2.15b) ) 

hass the following closed-form parametric solution: 
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__ 1 l 
DaDaF=~F=~ 7.—T-T7 x (2-16) 

22 (i-2jr)(i-jsr) 

(thee expressions of 7?F and /?F are too complex to be presented here) 

Whenn the second reaction is slow (ƒ? < 1), both fold points correspond to negative values 

off the conversion. At /3 =1, one fold point enters the feasible region (X> 0). This represents a 

boundaryy limit point. For /? > 1, state multiplicity becomes possible. The steady state 

behaviourr can be summarized as: 

DaDa < Da? : no feasible steady state 

DapDap < Da < 2 : two feasible steady states 

DaDa > 2 : one feasible steady state 

Whenn two steady states are born at a fold bifurcation point, at least one of them is 

unstable.. In the following, we will prove the instability of the low-conversion steady state, 

usingg only the steady state model. Hence, this result is independent of the dynamic separation 

model. . 

Forr a stand-alone reactor, the amount of reactant consumed, F\X, depends on the 

reactor'ss feed flow rate, F\. This dependence, which can be obtained by solving the balance 

equationss of the stand-alone CSTR, is presented in the first diagram of Figure 2.6 using the 

dimensionlesss variables Fj{2klcM0V^=\/Dal and FlX/(2klcM0V) = X/Dal. 

Inn a reactor - separator - recycle system, the steady state values of the reactor-inlet flow 

ratee are given by the intersections of this curve with the dimensionless amount of reactant fed 

inn the process, F0f{2k^cUfiV^ = \fDa. For j3 =10 and Da = 1.75, two steady states exist. To 

analysee the stability of the low-conversion state B, let us consider a small, positive / negative 

deviationn of the reactor inlet flow rate. At the right / left of point B, the amount of reactant fed 

inn the process is larger / smaller than the amount of reactant consumed. Reactant 

accumulationn / depletion occurs, which is reflected by a further increase / decrease of the 

recyclee and reactor-inlet flow rates; hence the steady state B is unstable. Note that these 

arguments,, independent of the dynamic separation model, give a necessary but not a sufficient 
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stabilityy condition. To prove the stability of the high-conversion steady state A, a dynamic 

modell is needed. 

1 1 
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Figuree 2.6. Instabilit y of the low-conversion steady state. 

a.. Steady state analysis gives a necessary, but not sufficient stability condition. 

b.. Small disturbances lead to reactant accumulation or depletion. 
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Thee second diagram of Figure 2.6 shows dynamic simulation results, when the separation 

unitt is modelled by Eq. 2.1b. The system is initially in the low-conversion state B. At the time 

rr = 1000, the Damkohler number Da is changed by 1% for a limited period of time. 

Dependingg on the disturbance direction, the high- or zero-conversion states are reached. 

Becausee a design at an unstable operating point should be avoided in practice, it is of 

interestt to recognize such conditions. Simple algebraic calculations show that the maximum 

valuee of conversion at the fold point is XFmax = «0.128, which occurs for 

l-v/22 — 1 
Da=Da= «1.621 and j3 = 5 + 2^2 «7.828. Hence, when a conversion X < 0.128 is 

obtainedd in a Reactor — Separator - Recycle system with Da < 2, the operating point might 

bee unstable. 

Inn addition, it should be mentioned that 

Urn n xxTT H J (2-17) 

whichh shows that, irrespective of the value of /Ï, no feasible state exists for Da < 1. 

Chemica ll  initiatio n (S4) 

Thiss system extends the system S2, by including an intermediate component. The 

dimensionlesss model (Eqs. 2.18) was obtained starting with the QSSA and following the 

proceduree outlined in the previous section: 

MM balance: \-p-Da-M-R = 0 (2.18a) 

122 balance: f2(zv-l)-Da-I = 0 (2.18b) 

RR balance: -f2R+(Da-I-flDaM-R) = 0 (2.18c) 
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Fixedd ZIJ: z,, — = 0 (2.18d) ) 

Floww rate: f2-(l +f2-M+ fl0) = 0 (2.18e) ) 

wheree Da = kx-
Fo/c* Fo/c* 

PP = 
*2^M.0 0 

AA closed-form parametric solution is possible, but too complex to be presented here. 

Thee solid lines of Figure 2.7 present the dependence of reaction conversion versus plant 

Damkohlerr number, for different values of /3, 0 = 1, and z u = 0.5. There is a significant 

changee of the qualitative behaviour, compared to Figures 2.2, 2.4 and 2.5: the transcritical 

bifurcationn point had disappeared. In addition, all the curves exhibit a turning (fold) point, 

whichh is presented by the dotted lines, for different values of z u . 

100 0 

Figuree 2.7. Consecutive reactions with chemical initiatio n (S4). 

Alll the curves exhibit a fold (turning) point, presented by the dotted lines for different 

valuess of Zr,i. For large /3, the conversion on the lower branch has small values. 
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Whenn the QSSA is valid ((3 -* QO ), the conversion at the turning point has very small values, 

and: : 

1 1 
limm Daf = (2.19) ) 

Wee conclude that state multiplicity occurs in Reactor - Separator - Recycle system where 

consecutivee reactions involving two reactants take place. However, when the QSSA of the 

intermediatee component is valid, the conversion on the unstable branch is very low. 

Polymerisatio nn recycl e sytem s 

Inn this section we consider simple radical polymerisation systems (Table 2.1, S5 and S6). 

Onlyy the main steps of radical polymerisation are included: initiation, propagation and the 

termination.. Pn (length n) and Rn« denote dead and living polymer, respectively. The 

concentrationn of initiator radicals (I) is subject to the quasi steady state approximation, which 

iss usually valid for polymerisation. Removing this assumption does not change the results. 

Chain-growt hh polymerisation , wit h self-initiatio n (S5) 

Inn the case of self-initiated chain-growth polymerisation, the monomer is also acting as 

ann initiator. The kinetic model is presented in Table 2.1 (S5). The dimensionless equations are 

givenn by: 

MM balance: \-Da-\\-Da-\ 2+-M + B-M-R == 0 (2.20a) ) 

RR balance: 
R R 

\-M \-M 
++ Da ^-•M-yp-R^-•M-yp-R2 2 

[p [p 
== 0 (2.20b) ) 

where: : Daa = * J ^ « - J ^ ; / , = &£*£...-ÏL..-Ï 
2*tt Ml/CM,0 

; y = - 7 ; ^^ = 
IX,2 2 
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Thee model parameters Da and/3 are related to the QSSA monomer consumption rate 

andd radical concentration, respectively. The parameter y is the ratio between termination and 

propagationn rate constants. 

AA closed-form parametric solution can be obtained, but it has a very complex form. 

Figuree 2.8 shows the monomer conversion (X) versus the plant Damkohler number, for 

ƒ}== 106 and different values of y. Feasible steady states do not exist for small Da. Two 

feasiblee steady states appear at a fold bifurcation point, although the corresponding 

conversionn has extremely small values for y > 104. All branches terminate at a transcritical 

bifurcationn point, which is difficult to be seen in Figure 2.8. 

0 0 1 1 Da Da 

Figuree 2.8. Chain-growth polymerisation systems with self-initiation (S5). 

Forr small y, the system shows state multiplicity. 

Inn the following we will present the steady classification using Da-y/P as bifurcation 

parameter,, which gives a clearer picture of the steady state behaviour. It can be shown that, 

irrespectivee of the value y, the point 

02LO O 

Da^-,M Da^-,M == | — ,1 ] fulfils the balance equations. 

Moreover,, at 
^dd J 

== 4, one turning point enters the feasible range of positive 
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conversionn of the Da— 
ft ft 

== kA -- X diagram (boundary limit singularity). The steady 
A)/ CM,00 j 

statee behaviour, presented in the first diagram of Figure 2.9, can be summarised as: 

-£l<4: : 
PP 2 

PP 2 

:: no feasible steady state 

:: one feasible steady state 

>4::  Da—<\ Da-
ftft  { ft 

Da?-\Da?-\ <Da^-<-

DaDayy->->XX--
PP 2 

:: no feasible steady state 

:: two feasible steady states; the low-conversion state is 

unstable e 

:: one feasible steady state 

Thee second diagram of Figure 2.9 shows the dependence Dayjft - X, for 

fifi22/y/y = \03 and different values of y. A fold (turning) point always exists, because fi2/y > 4 . 

Forr low values of y (slow termination), the fold point corresponds to a large value of the 

conversion.. This means that there is a practical range of conversion values that results in an 

unstablee reactor design. For large values of y (fast termination), the conversion at the fold 

pointt is very low. In this case, the instability of the low-conversion branch has no practical 

implication. . 
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Figuree 2.9. Chain-growth polymerisation systems with self-initiation (S5): 

Y Y X\s.X\s. Da-— bifurcation diagrams. 
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fifi2 2 

Alll curves pass through (Da y/p, X) = (1/2,0). State multiplicity is possible for *— > 4. 
y y 
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Chain-growt hh polymerisation , wit h chemica l initiatio n (S6) 

Forr this system the kinetic model and dimensionless equations are presented in Table 2.1 

(S6)) and Eqs. 2.21, respectively. When C * 0, the model takes a gel effect into consideration. 

I->> balance: 

MM balance: 

\~M\~M 2/3 -

I-Da I-Da P-M-RP-M-R + ̂ I2\ = 0 

(2.21a) ) 

(2.21b) ) 

RR balance: 
\-M \-M 

++ Da-\^--I2~yP-RIz 
22 C-(I-JW) == 0 (2.21c) ) 

where: : 

DaDa = k *dCM,0 0 

A>/CM,0 0 
; / ** = *tCM,oo . _ 2« t _ _ ,  f — Ir 

Thee first diagram of Figure 2.10 shows the solution of Eqs. 2.21, for different values of y 

andd z, , =10"", /3 = 103, C = 0. Each bifurcation diagram exhibits one fold (turning) point. 

Thus,, no steady states exist for Da < Da?, and two steady states exist for Da > Da?. For small 

valuess of y (slow termination), the conversion at the fold point is high and the multiplicity of 

statess is important. For large values of y (for example y > 102), the conversion of the lower 

branchh has very small values. Hence, only the upper state, existing for Da > DaF, has practical 

significance. . 

Inn the limiting case of QSSA for radicals, only one feasible steady state exists for: 

Da> Da> 
1 1 (2.22) ) 

Thee second diagram of Figure 2.10 presents the X vs. Da dependence, for different values 

off p and y = 103. A fold (turning) point always exists. When {3 decreases, the fold point 

slightlyy shifts to larger value of Damkohler number. 
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Figuree 2.10. Chain growth polymerisation systems with chemical initiatio n (S6). 

Thee conversion on the lower, unstable branch has significant values for slow termination. 
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Figuree 2.11. Impact of the gel-effect (S6). 

Twoo additional turning points occur, leading to a maximum of four steady states. 
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Too investigate the impact of a gel effect, we consider a conversion-dependent termination 

ratee only. Biesenberger and Sebastian (1993) use the simple exponential model Eq. 2.21c, 

withh the dimensionless constant C in the range 5... 15. 

Thee first diagram of Figure 2.11 presents the conversion vs. plant Damkohler number, for 

CC = 8, p = 103, z, , = 10"" and three different values of y. For y = 102 one turning point 

exists.. The conversion on the lower, unstable branch has large values. For larger /, two 

additionall turning points exist; hence, there is a range of Da values for which four steady 

statess are possible. Note that the diagrams for y = 3-102 and y = 103 differ by the relative 

locationn of the turning points. 

Thee second diagram of Figure 2.11 illustrates the influence of the gel-effect. For (3 = 103, 

yy = 10\ z, , = 10"4, four steady states can exist for C > 6. For increasing C, the lower turning 

pointss come closer and the range of Da values for which four steady states exist becomes very 

small. . 

Effec tt  of the chain-transfe r reaction s 

Inn this section we investigate the effect of the chain-transfer to monomer and solvent 

reactions.. Including additional steps, like termination by combination, transfer to polymer or 

random-scission,, will not affect the conversion. The stoichiometric model and kinetic 

parameterss correspond to the low-density polyethylene process (Table 2.2). 

Tablee 2.2. LDPE polymerisation 

Reactionn mechanism 

1.. Initiation: MM  + 7» ^  >fl,

' '« + ii2.. Propagation: Rn»+M ^-» Rr 

3.. Termination by disproportionation: Rn»+Rm • !—> Pn + Pm 

4.. Chain Transfer to Monomer: Rn • + M —^—» P„ + R}» 

5.. Chain Transfer to Solvent: R • + S *' > P + S • 
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Kineti cc constants 

(Pladiss and Kiparissides, 1998; Iedema, Wulkow and Hoefsloot, 2000) 

kkdd [1/s] 8.843- 1012-exp(-]5715/T) 

Itt [-] 1 

Jfcpp [m3/(mols)J 1 • 103exp (-2709/T) 

yfc,, [m3/(mol-s)] 3-105-exp(-2041 /T) 

Amm [mV(mols)] 1.25-102-exp(-4068AT) 

A:ss [m
3/(mols)J 5-105-exp(-4802/T) 

7'=448K K 

Thee dimensionless model equations are: 

hh balance: ^ ~-Da^-U=0 (2.23a) 
1-MM 2/3 2 

Mbalance:: \-Da\ fi -M-R + ^I2 == 0 (2.23b) 

Rbalance:: — + Da- \^-I2-y-p-R2\ = 0 (2.23c) 

SS balance: ^ DaSpRS = Q (2.23d) 
11 —A/ 

where:: - K - . ) f ^ ^ f *« c*o. y =_2£_; 55 = 

^^  p m p m 

55 - 2s,2~ Cs.2 / CM,O i ^S,l_ ^S,l I CM, 

Figuree 2.12 presents the monomer conversion versus the plant Damkohler number. The 

chain-transferr steps did not bring up anything new to the qualitative behaviour, which is very 

similarr to the one found for the simpler model S6. Multiple steady states exist. The turning 

pointt and the lower branch correspond to small values of the conversion. This agrees with the 
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highh termination / propagation ratio, y. Moreover, two feasible steady states exist for 

1 1 
DaDa > 320 * - ,, which is extremely close to the critical value predicted by Eq. 2.22. 

2000 400 600 
Da Da 

800 0 1000 0 

Figuree 2.12. Effect of transfer  to monomer, polymer and solvent in a LDPE CSTR-

Separator-Recyclee polymerisation system. 

Chainn transfer reactions do not affect the qualitative behaviour. 

Discussion n 

Inn contrast to stand-alone reactors, in Reactor - Separator - Recycle systems a zero-

conversion,, infinite-recycle steady state always exists. This state is stable if the reactor 

volumee is below a critical value, for a given feed flow rate and reaction kinetics. Feasible 

steadyy states are possible only if the reactor volume exceeds the critical value. This constraint 

cann be expressed conveniently using the plant Damkohler number. Feasible states can occur 

byy two mechanisms: 

a)) A transcritical bifurcation, where the infinite-recycle state loses stability and a non-

triviall state gets meaningful values and gains stability. The simple reaction systems 

SII and S2 belong to this category. 
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b)) A fold bifurcation (turning point), at which two steady states are born. This behaviour 

iss generic for consecutive - reactions systems involving two reactants (S4, S6). For 

one-reactant,, consecutive - reactions systems (S3, S5), a large propagation / initiation 

ratioo is needed. For large termination / propagation ratio (QSSA for the intermediate 

componentt is valid), the turning point is located at low conversion values, and the 

behaviourr is practically similar to that of the simple systems SI and S2. 

Inn practice, designs near the bifurcation points are dangerous, since changing operating 

conditionss or uncertain design parameters can lead to a behaviour that is different from the 

expectedd one. A reactor design close to the transcritical bifurcation is unlikely, because the 

conversionn would have a very small value. When a high-conversion fold point exists (slow 

termination,, gel effect), an optimisation procedure might suggest a reactor with minimum 

volume.. Such a design, close to the fold point, can suffer from serious operability problems. If 

thee reaction rate is over-estimated, or the feed flow rate deviates from the nominal design 

value,, the operating point falls at the left of the turning point in the Da - X map, in the region 

wheree no steady state exists. In this case, infinite reactant accumulation occurs, and the plant 

hass to be shut down. 

Inn Figures 2.4 - 2.12 showing state multiplicity, the low-conversion states are unstable. 

Thiss is important in practice when the turning point is situated at high conversion (slow 

termination,, gel effect). In this case, one cannot obtain low conversion (which might be 

desirablee for product quality reasons) in a CSTR - Separator - Recycle system operating at a 

stablee operating point. 
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Conclusion s s 

Chemicall reactors interacting with separation through material recycle behave differently 

comparedd to the stand-alone reactors: 

-- A minimum reactor volume is necessary for a feasible operating point to exist. 

Multiplee steady states are possible, even in the case of a simple reaction scheme and 

isothermall operation. 

-- The instability of the low-conversion branch sets a lower limit on the achievable 

conversion.. For polymerisation systems, this has practical significance when the 

radicals'' QSSA is not valid (slow termination, gel-effect). 

Furtherr research will consider other reactor types (e.g. PFR), heat-effects, imperfect 

separationn and other complex multi-reactions where selectivity issues are also important. 

Notatio n n 

cc — concentration, mol/m 

FF = flow rate, mol/s 

v̂oii = volumetric flow rate, m /s 

kk = reaction rate constant, (mol/m ) ""s" 

tt = time, s 

7ss = time constant, s 

VV = reactor volume, m 

XX = conversion, dimensionless 
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Chapte rr  3 : Non-linea r Analysi s of PFR-Separator -

Recycl ee System s 

Abstrac t t 

Thiss article explores the non-linear behaviour of isothermal and non-isothermal PFR -

separatorr - recycle systems, with reference to radical polymerization. The steady state 

behaviourr of six reaction systems of increasing complexity, from one-reactant first-order 

reactionn to chain-growth polymerization, is investigated. In PFR - separator - recycle systems 

feasiblee steady states exist only if the reactor volume exceeds a critical value. For one-

reactionn systems, one stable steady state is born at a transcritical bifurcation. In case of 

consecutive-reactionn systems, including polymerization, a fold bifurcation can lead to two 

feasiblee steady states. The transcritical bifurcation is destroyed when two reactants are 

involved.. In addition, the thermal effects also introduce state multiplicity. When multiple 

steadyy states exist, the instability of the low-conversion branch sets a lower limit on the 

conversionn achievable at a stable operating point. A low-density polyethylene (LDPE) process 

iss presented as a real plant example. 

Thee results obtained in this study are similar to CSTR-separator-recycle systems. This 

suggestss that the behaviour is dictated by the chemical reaction and flowsheet structure, rather 

thann by the reactor type. 
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Introductio n n 

Reactionn systems involving material recycles are very usual in chemical industry. The 

flexibilityflexibility of such systems must be ensured by the reactor design and its operation policy. The 

studyy presented in this article originated from an unexpected bifurcation diagram (Figure 

3.11),, obtained for a low-density polyethylene plant (Figure 3.10). Figures 3.10 and 3.11 will 

bee discussed in detail in a following section. To understand the origins of this surprising 

behaviour,, we started the investigation with the CSTR reactor model (Kiss et al, 2002) that is 

computationallyy less-demanding. The present work concludes the endeavour, considering the 

non-linearr behaviour of PFR - Separator - Recycle systems, with reference to radical 

polymerization.. In the following, we explain how analysing systems involving PFRs, and 

comparingg the results with those obtained for CSTRs, contributes to better understanding of 

thee effect of mass recycle. 

Thee dependence of reaction rate vs. temperature and concentration is a nonlinearity that is 

presentt in chemical reactors. Coupled with a feedback mechanism, this dependence can lead 

too state multiplicity, isolated solution branches, instability, sustained oscillations, strange 

attractorss or chaotic behaviour. Energy feedback is often present due to: mixing (Balakotaiah 

andd Luss, 1984), axial dispersion (Jensen and Ray, 1982), recycle of reactor's effluent (Reilly 

andd Schmitz, 1966, 1967), autothermal operation (Lovo and Balakotaiah, 1992) and heat 

integrationn (Bildea and Dimian, 1998). In practice, the above-mentioned phenomena are 

undesired.. For this reason, energy feedback is often excluded by means of control loops. 

Thesee manipulate, for example, the coolant flow rate, the by-pass around a feed-effluent heat 

exchanger,, or the duty of a heater/cooler upstream the reactor. 

Inn many chemical plants, feedback is also present due to material recycle (Figure 3.1). In 

suchh systems, the reactor effluent is first processed by a separation section, and afterwards 

recycled.. The product (4) and recycle (3) streams have fixed composition. This is achieved by 

locall control of the separation units. Hence, the composition at reactor inlet is not directly 

dependentt on the reactor effluent. Moreover, the temperature at the reactor inlet is either the 

ambientt temperature or has a constant value due to a heat exchanger placed upstream the 

reactor.. Luss and Amundson (1967) recognized this structure as representative for chemical 

plants.. Pareja and Reilly (1969) acknowledged that recycle reactors could become unstable 

solelyy as a result of material recycle, but they did not present any result. The interest in reactor 
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-- separator - recycle systems is further motivated by plantwide control studies (Luyben and 

Luyben,, 1997) that reported control difficulties due to the "snowball effect". Bïldea et al. 

(2000)) analysed the relationship between design and control of several systems, showing that 

thee nonlinear behaviour leads to control problems. However, the study was restricted to the 

steadyy state behaviour of an isothermal reactor. 

Coolant t Product t 

Figuree 3.1. General structure of reactor  - separator  - recycle systems. 

Thee reactor effluent is processed by the separation section, and afterwards recycled. The 

productt and recycle streams have fixed composition. Dashed drawing refers to systems 

withh two reactants. 

Thee nonlinear behaviour of CSTR - separator - recycle systems was the subject of few 

recentt articles. Pushpavanam and Kienle (2001) considered a first-order reaction and 

demonstratedd that state multiplicity, isolas, instability and limit cycles can easily arise. 

Althoughh the flowsheet included inter-units heat-exchangers, energy feedback was still 

presentt inside the CSTR due to the mixing. Kiss et al. (2002) studied the case of complex 

reactions,, including polymerization, in isothermal CSTR - separator - recycle systems. It was 

shownn that the nonlinearity of a consecutive mechanism is sufficient for multiplicity and 

instabilityy to occur. The same phenomena are exemplified by Sagale and Pushpavanam 
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(2002),, who considered several different modes of operation for the simple autocatalytic 

reactionn A + 2B —> 3B, in an isothermal CSTR - flash - recycle system. 

Suchh phenomena, induced by heat effects (for example, Balakotaiah and Luss, 1984) or 

complexx kinetics (Gray and Scott, 1983, 1984), can also occur in a stand-alone CSTR. For 

thiss reason, in this article we consider the plug-flow reactor (PFR). Although the generic 

structuree of PFR - separator - recycle is present in many industrial plants, no results 

concerningg its nonlinear behaviour have been reported. In contrast to the stand-alone CSTR, 

thee model of the stand-alone PFR is an initial-value ODE problem that always has a unique 

solution.. Axial dispersion and radial temperature gradients are important for detailed 

mathematicall modelling. However, these phenomena were deliberately neglected because 

theyy are sources of state multiplicity and instability in stand-alone reactors (Jensen and Ray, 

1982).. Therefore, our analysis is expected to reveal nonlinear phenomena that can be 

attributedd exclusively to the recycle of mass. In addition, when heat effects are included, we 

aree certain that state multiplicity and instability are not the result of heat feedback. It should 

alsoo be remarked that the plug-flow model has been applied with success for kinetic studies, 

designn and simulation of many industrial reactors, including polymerization (for example: 

Chenn et al, 1976; Gupta, Kumar & Krishnamurthy, 1985; Zabisky et al, 1992; Kiparissides 

ee t aU 1996). 

Thee nonlinearity introduced by the reaction stoichiometry clearly affects the type of 

behaviour.. In order to assess this effect, we choose six reaction systems, of increasing 

complexity,, denoted by SI to S6 and shown in Table 3.1. 

SII and S2 are the simplest cases, representing the global stoichiometry of self-initiated 

andd chemically-initiated polymerization. These systems show regions of unfeasible operation, 

aa feasible solution of the balance equations being born at a transcritical bifurcation. A fold 

bifurcationn can occur when heat-effects are introduced, leading to state multiplicity and 

instability.. An additional but important result is that state multiplicity is not restricted to 

exothermall reactions in cooled reactors, but can also occur in heated reactors carrying on 

endothermall reactions. S3 and S4 take into account the initiation step. The autocatalytic, 

consecutive-reactionn mechanism is enough to induce state multiplicity and instability, even in 

thee isothermal case. Moreover, the transcritical bifurcation is destroyed when two reactants 

aree involved. Heat effects do not change the qualitative picture, although the unstable 
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operatingg points cover a larger conversion range. Finally, detailing the propagation-

terminationn steps (S5 and S6) does not add anything new to the qualitative behaviour. 

Tablee 3.1. Investigated reactions mechanisms. 

Self-initiation1 1 Chemica ll  initiation 2 

SI.SI. One reactant 

M M ->P ->P 

S3.S3. Consecutive reactions 

MM + R *» ) P 

S5.S5. Chain-growth polymerisation 

MM ^ R , » 

R^+M-^+R^* R^+M-^+R^* 

R.R.  +R-  —^-> P. + />_ 

S2.S2. Two reactants 

MM + I^^>P 

S4.S4. Consecutive reactions 

1^^>R 1^^>R 

MM +R *2 > P 

S6.S6. Chain-growth polymerisation 

II22 —^-> 2 7 • 

MM +1 * - > * ,

RRnn**  + M^^>Rn+l. 

R*+R.R*+R. •—*•—>/'..+ /*_ 

Fromm the reactor effluent only the reactant M is recycled. 
:: From the reactor effluent only the reactant M is recycled. Concentration of I at reactor inlet is fixed. 

Interestingly,, the bifurcation diagrams are qualitatively similar to recycle systems 

involvingg a CSTR (Kiss et al., 2002). Moreover, there is also a quantitative agreement with 

respectt to the parameter values at which different bifurcation phenomena occur. This suggests 

thatt the type of behaviour is dictated mainly by the reaction stoichiometry and flowsheet 

structure,, rather than by the reactor type. 

One-reactan tt  recycl e system s (S1) 

Wee start our study with one-reactant first-order reaction M -> ƒ*, carried out in a PFR-

separatorr - recycle system. This is the simplest case, but having a stoichiometry equivalent to 

thee global stoichiometry of a self-initiated polymerization. A steady state model, containing 

diee mass and energy balance, can be written in the following dimensionless form: 
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MM balance: 
dM dM DaDa IA ( a 0 

MM exp 
11 + 0 

(3.1a) ) 

Heatt balance: — = — f BM e xp f— \-H (9-6) 

A/(0)) = 1; 0(0) = 0; 

(3.1b) ) 

(3.1c) ) 

Reactorr flow rate: f2 = 1 /(l - M (l)) (3-ld) ) 

Thee dimensionless variables and parameters, defined with the feed flow rate 7<o, feed 

concentrationn CM,O and reactor inlet temperature T\ as reference values, are: the axial 

coordinatee 0 < £, < 1, concentration M(%) = cM(^)/cf<0, temperature 0(E)) = (T(£l)-T1)/Tl, 

reactorr flow rate, f2 = F2/F0; plant Damköhler number Da = k(Tl)-V-cH0/F0, Arrhenius 

temperaturee a=TA/T{, adiabatic temperature rise fi = (-A//)cH0/(pcp7]), heat-transfer 

capacityy H = UA/(Vpcpk(Tl)}, coolant temperature 6C ={TC-T\)JTX . In this study we 

considerr a sharp separation; therefore the recycle consists of pure reactant M, while no M is 

foundd in the product stream. 

Thee model equations can be solved by a shooting technique: start with an initial guess for 

A/(l),, calculate the reactor outlet flow rate^ using Eq. 3.Id, integrate the PFR equations 3.1a 

-- 3.1c, check and update the guess M(l). By setting equal reactor-inlet and coolant 

temperaturess (0C = 6\ = 0) and zero adiabatic temperature rise (B = 0), the model of the reactor 

operatedd isothermally at 9= 0 is obtained. Then, integration of Eq. 3.1a, followed by the 

substitutionn of/j from Eq. 3.Id leads to: 

lnA/(l)) = -£ta-(l-A/(l)) (3.2) ) 

Itt follows from Eq. 3.2 that M(l)=l is a trivial solution, satisfying the balance equation 

irrespectivee of the Da value. Although unfeasible because of the corresponding infinite flow 

rates,, accounting for this solution helps understanding the mechanism by which feasible states 

occur. . 
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Thee non-trivial solution, given by: 

DaDa = — ln(A/(l)) (3.3) 

iss feasible (positive flow rates) if, and only if Da > DaT, where: 

DaDaTT== lim Da = \ (3.4) 
« | i H H 

Thee relationship expressing the limiting value is identical to the one given for CSTR -

separatorr - recycle system by Bïldea et al., 2000. Such a feasibility constraint does not exist 

inn the case of stand-alone reactors. As consequence, this is characteristic to recycle systems. 

Thee explanation is that the separation section does not allow the reactant to leave the process. 

Therefore,, for a given reactant feed flow rate (Z*o), a large reactor volume (V) or fast kinetics 

(£(7*1))) are necessary to consume completely the reactant fed in the process, and consequently 

too avoid reactant accumulation. The dimensionless plant Damköhler number conveniently 

includess these three variables (flow-rate, reactor volume and kinetics). 

Figuree 3.2 shows the dependence of reaction conversion, X = 1 - A/(l), versus Da number 

(bifurcationn diagram) for different values of the adiabatic temperature rise to>0). At 

transcriticall value Da = Daj, the trivial and non-trivial steady-state manifolds cross each 

other,, in the combined space of state variable (X) and parameter (Da). Simultaneously, one 

eigenvaluee of the linearized dynamic model is zero (this can be easily shown by using a 

CSTRR model) and the two solution branches exchange their stability. Thus, (X, Da) = (0, 1) is 

aa transcritical bifurcation point (Guckenheimer and Holmes, 1983). This type of bifurcation 

occurss only in special cases, and is expected that it will disappear under model perturbations, 

forr example more complex kinetics (see Chapter 2 for a more detailed discussion). 

Thee entire bifurcation diagram (including the unfeasible domain) contains one fold point. 

Thiss enters the feasible region at a boundary limit singularity (Golubitsky and Schaeffer, 

1985).. For the CSTR - separator - recycle system, Pushpavanam and Kienle (2001) assumed 

infinitee activation energy and equal coolant and reactor inlet temperatures, and derived an 

analyticall expression of this singularity. If these assumptions are removed, it can be shown 

thatt the fold point is feasible whenever: 
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(HaO(HaOcc)>\-Ba )>\-Ba (3.5) ) 

Remarkably,, this relationship also applies to PFR — separator - recycle systems. Eq. 3.5 

demonstratess that state multiplicity is not restricted to exothermal reactions in cooled reactors, 

butt it can also occur in heated reactors carrying on endothermal reactions. 

1 1 

0.8 8 

0.6 6 

X0.4 4 

0.2 2 

0 0 

-0.2 2 
0.1 1 

\\ *  \ / / jrjr  0.1 
/>0.05 5 

f/o o 

aa =25 
HH =5 
öcc = 0 

stable e 
unstable e 

unfeasiblee / ^ ^ ^ 

ii i i i i i i i 

1 1 Da Da 10 0 
Figuree 3.2. One-reactant, first-order  reaction (SI) 

Onee solution is unfeasible, corresponding to zero conversion and infinite recycle flow 

rate.. For isothermal operation (B = 0) a feasible solution exists if, and only if Da > 1. For 

thee non-isothermal operation and aB > 1, multiple steady states exist. 

Inn the non-isothermal case, feasible non-trivial solutions are possible for Da < Den — 1. 

Thee trivial solution (X = 0) is stable when Da < Daj, but loses stability at Da = Daj. 

Simultaneously,, for increasing Da values, 

>> if the fold point is unfeasible (Ba < 1), the non-trivial solution gets physically 

meaningfull values and gains stability 

>> if the fold point is located in the feasible region (Ba > 1), the low-conversion branch 

off the non-trivial solution gains stability, but becomes unfeasible. 
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Analysingg more complex systems, we will disregard the trivial, unfeasible solution (X=0, 

infinitee flow rates). 

Inn the multiplicity region, the instability of the low-conversion state can be proven using 

thee steady state model. For a stand-alone reactor, the amount of reactant consumed (F\X) 

dependss on the reactor's feed flow rate. This dependence is shown in Figure 3.3, using the 

dimensionlesss variables F,/(kl(Tl)cM0V) = \/Dalznd FlX/(k1(T1)cM0V) = X/Da, . 

2.5 5 

(oo «o 
QQ Q 

1.5 5 

a a 
H H 
eec c 
B B 

== 25 
== 5 
== 0 
== 0.25 

reactantt feed rate 

consumptionn rate 

1 1 10 0 11 I Da^ 100 0 

Figuree 3.3. Instabilit y of the low - conversion steady state. 

Steadyy state analysis gives a necessary, but not sufficient stability condition. 

Inn a reactor - separator - recycle system, the intersections of this curve with the 

dimensionlesss amount of reactant fed in the process Fü \kt {T^)cU0Vj = \jDa , provides the 

steadyy state values of the reactor-inlet flow rate. Two steady states exist for H= 30, B = 0.25, 

aa = 25, 0C = 0 and Da = 0.6. To analyse the stability of the low-conversion state B, let us 

considerr an increase of the reactor inlet flow rate. At the right of point B, the amount of 

reactantt fed in the process is larger than the amount of reactant consumed. Reactant 

accumulationn occurs, leading to a further increase of the recycle and reactor-inlet flow rates. 

Thesee arguments do not guarantee the stability of the high-conversion state, because stability 
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cann be lost at Hopf bifurcation points, simultaneously with occurrence of a limit cycle. 

Identifyingg such phenomena is beyond the scope of this article, because it requires a full 

dynamicc model, including the composition - controlled separation, the delay introduced by 

recyclee and the temperature - controlled heat - exchanger. 

Two-reactant ss recycl e system s (S2) 

Thee second-order reaction M +1 —• P has a stoichiometry that is identical to the global 

stoichiometryy of a chemically-initiated polymerization. From the reactor effluent, only one 

reactantt (M) is recycled. The feed flow rate of the second reactant (I) is adjusted in order to 

keepkeep its reactor-inlet concentration at a prescribed value (ZIJ). The dimensionless model is 

givenn by: 

» ,, i i dM Da , . T ( aO ~\ ,. . . 
MM balance: = M- / e xp (3.6a) 

, .. , dl Da , , . ( aO \ 
II balance: — = A / / e x p (3.6b) 

d$d$ f2 U + öJ 

Heatt balance: — = —( B-M •/•expf — )-H-(6~ec) 1 (3.6c) 

A/(0)) = l - z u / z I i 0 ; 1(0) = zu; 0(0) = 0 (3.60 

Fixedd zL1: r M - ^ ^ = 0 (3.6d) 
JJ 2 

Floww rate: ./; - ( l + f2 -M(l) + / i 0 ) = 0 (3.6e) 

where,, in addition to the variables already defined: 

DaDa = kx (7])———cM0; I = cT(£)/cMi0 ; zxfi ~ cIj0 / cu$; zi,i = ci,i / CM,O 
* VV 'M. Ü 

Forr isothermal operation (B-0, 6 = 0) a closed-form parametric solution can be obtained: 

M(\)M(\) = m (3.7a) 
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In n 

DaDa = — 

( zU>- z i , t)(2 / ,o z / , i+ z / , | -^/ .o+z / ,o- /w) ) 

-2.,-m -2.,-m 

((zzi.oi.ozzi.\i.\ - ho + zi,\)' (zi,om - zio + Zl\ ) 

/ ( l )) = z u - ( l ~ ^ - m ) 

ff 22 = 

Aoo = 

l l 
]]--mm--zzu/u/zzio io 

zzv v 
zzifi-ifi-zzi,o-i,o-mm-h\ -h\ 

(3.7b) ) 

(3.7c) ) 

(3.7d) ) 

(3.7e) ) 

where:: me 0 , 1 — ^ - z , , »'' z\,\jz\fi 
ifiifi J 

Figuree 3.4, diagram A, presents the conversion X versus the plant Damköhler number, for 

zifizifi - 1 and different values of zj;[. Similarly to SI, a feasible solution occurs at a transcritical 

bifurcation.. This results by setting m = 1 - z^/z^o in Eq. 3.7b: 

DajDaj = •ifi •ifi 
zz\,\\,\ \z\$ zt,\) 

(3.8) ) 

Moreover,, the minimum value of Daj is given by: 

minn DaT = (DaT )zu=yi = 4 
*i.o= l l 

(3.9) ) 

Relationshipss 3.8 and 3.9 are identical to the ones found for isothermal CSTR - separator -

recyclee system (Kiss et al., 2002). 

Diagramm B of Figure 3.4 presents results for the non-isothermal case. Similarly to the 

one-reactantt system SI , multiple steady states occur as the result of thermal effects, while the 

transcriticall bifurcation remains intact. A high value of B has a severe effect on state 

multiplicity,, shifting the fold point to high conversions. When multiple steady states exist, the 

low-conversionn branch is unstable. 
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Figuree 3.4. Two - reactants, second order  reaction (S2). 

A.. Isothermal: a feasible solution exists only if Da exceeds the transcritical bifurcation 

B.. Non-isothermal: heat effects induce state multiplicity. 
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Consecutive-reaction ss recycl e system s 

Inn this section, more complexity is introduced by considering two consecutive reactions 

andd an intermediate component (R). In a chain-growth polymerization, these roughly 

correspondd to the initiation and propagation-termination steps, and the radical species, 

respectively. . 

Thee dimensionless parameters are defined following the procedure presented by Kiss et 

al.al. (2002), where the reactant rate constant used in the Damköhler number is related to the 

consumptionn rate of reactant M under quasi steady-state approximation (QSSA). A second 

parameter,, fiy is related to the QSSA concentration of the intermediate component- We 

assumee small activation energies, with the exception of the initiation step (dimensionless 

parameterr a). Moreover, we consider that heat is released only by the propagation step 

(dimensionlesss parameter B). 

Self-initiatio nn (S3) 

Thee stoichiometry and kinetic model of self - initiated consecutive reactions are given in 

Tablee 3.1. The dimensionless model of the PFR - separator - recycle system can be written in 

thee following form: 

MM balance: — = - — - f M-exp[ — 1 + /3 M R| (3.10a) 

RR balance: — = — -f M -expf — \~P-M-R) (3.10b) 
dsds 2f2 {

 y{\+e) ) 

Heatt balance: — = —(BpMR-H(0-0c)) (3.10c) 

M(0)M(0) = 1; tf(0) = 0; 0(0) = 0; (3.1 Od) 

Floww rate: f2 = 1 / (l - M (l)) (3.1 Oe) 

wheree Da = 2 ^ ( 7 ; ) ^ ; ^ ^ ; a = ^ ; 5 = t ^ l ^ i l ; ^ = cR/,M,o 
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Figuree 3.5. Consecutive reactions with self-initiation (S3). 

A.. Isothermal: all the curves pass through the transcritical bifurcation point (Da, X) = 

(2,0).. For P > 1, state multiplicity is possible. No steady state exists for Da < 1. 

B.. Non-isothermal: state multiplicity appears as a result of thermal effects. 
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Diagramm A of Figure 3.5 presents the dependence of reaction conversion vs. plant 

Damköhlerr number, for different values of Band isothermal conditions. All curves pass 

throughh the transcritical bifurcation point {Da, X) = (2, 0). When the second reaction is slow 

{fi{fi < 1), the system behaves similarly to the first-order isothermal reaction in a PFR -

separatorr - recycle system: a unique, feasible steady state (X> 0) exists if, and only if Da > 2. 

Whenn the second reaction is fast (/3 >1) the system exhibits multiple steady states. For very 

largee 3, the conversion on the unstable branch has very small values. As in the case of CSTR 

-- separator - recycle systems (Kiss et al, 2002), 

lim£>aF=ll (3.11) 

Inn diagram B of Figure 3.5, a bifurcation diagram for the non-isothermal case is 

presented.. State multiplicity appears as result of thermal effects. A higher value of B shifts the 

foldd point to higher conversions. The Da - X space is divided in two regions with different 

stability. . 

Inn order to illustrate the change of stability the dynamic model for system S3 is being 

used: : 

MM balance: 

RR balance: 

Heatt balance: 

Floww rate: 

dMdM dM Da (.. f ad) a .. D) 
== A/-exp \+ B-M-R 

dzdz d% 2f2 { v{\ + e) ' ) 
dRdR dR Da (X4 ( ad) _ . . _") 
—— = + M-exp \-B-M R 
dzdz dz, 2f2 { F{\+e) H ) 

drdr dE, 2f2
y H V c}} 

A/(0)=1;; *(0) = 0; 0(0) = 0; 

/2=1/(1~M(1)) ) 

(3.12a) ) 

(3.12b) ) 

(3.12c) ) 

(3.12d) ) 

(3.12e) ) 

Diagramm A of Figure 3.6 shows the dynamic simulation results. The system is initially in 

thee unstable low-conversion state. At z = 10, the Damköhler number Da is changed by  1 % 

forr a limited period of time (Az =1) . Depending on the disturbance direction, the high- or 

zero-conversionn stable states are reached. In the diagram B of the same figure the 

dimensionlesss concentration profile of reactant M is plotted along the reactor length at 

differentt times. 
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Figuree 3.6. Instabilit y of the low-conversion steady state (S3). 

A.. Small disturbances lead to zero conversion (reactant accumulation) or higher 

conversionn state (reactant depletion). 

B.. Concentration profiles of reactant M along the reactor, during the transition from low-

too high-conversion branch. 
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Chemica ll  initiatio n (S4) 

Thiss system extends S2, by including an intermediate component (Table 3.1). The 

dimensionlesss model is given by the following equations: 

MM balance: 

I22 balance: 

RR balance: 

Heatt balance: 

Fixedzfj: : 

Floww rate: 

where: : 

dMdM _ Da 

dldl Da 

P-M-R P-M-R 

a9 a9 

(3.13a) ) 

(3.13b) ) 

(3-13c) ) 
dSdS f2 • ~ 

—— = —(BpMR-H(e-Gc)) (3.13d) 
d£d£ f2

 v v c,} 

A/(0)) = l - z u / z I O ; /(0) = z,,; tf(0) = 0; 0(O) = O (3.13g) 

/i.OO "  Z[,0 

/•exp, , 
d$d$ A FU+ö 

Ï2 Ï2 
== 0 

/ 2 - ( ll + /2-A/(l) + / w ) = 0 

(3.13e) ) 

(3.13f) ) 

Diagramm A of Figure 3.7 presents the dependence of reaction conversion versus plant 

Damkohlerr number, for different values of j3, zii0 = 1, and zM = 0.5. All curves exhibit a 

turningg (fold) point, represented by the dotted line. When the QSSA for the intermediate 

componentt R is valid (large ft), the conversion at the turning point has very small values. 

Moreover,, similar to CSTR - separator - recycle systems, 

limm Dar = — 
*—— z,, 

(3.14) ) 

Comparingg Figure 3.7 with Figures 3.2, 3.4A and 3.5A, we see a dramatic effect due to 

thee introduction of the second reactant /, in the reaction mechanism. For finite jS (p < 00), the 

transcriticall bifurcation has vanished, and state multiplicity turns out to be a generic feature. 
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Figuree 3.7. Consecutive reactions with chemical initiatio n (S4). 

A.. Isothermal: all the curves exhibit a fold point, presented by the dotted lines for 

differentt values of p. For large /3, the conversion on the lower branch has small values. 

B.. Non-isothermal: heat effects shift the fold point to higher conversion 
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Whenn thermal effects are considered the unstable branch extends to high conversions, as 

shownn in diagram B of Figure 3.7. The pattern of the curves is similar to the one observed for 

previouss systems. 

Wee conclude that state multiplicity occurs generically in isothermal reactor - separator -

recyclee system where consecutive reactions involving two reactants take place. Nevertheless, 

whenn the QSSA of the intermediate component is valid, the conversion on the unstable branch 

iss very low. 

Polymerizatio nn recycl e system s 

Inn this section we consider radical polymerization systems (Table 3.1, S5 and S6). Only 

thee main steps of radical polymerization are included: initiation, propagation and termination. 

Pnn (length n) and Rn« denote dead and living polymer, respectively. The concentration of 

initiatorr radicals (I) is subject to the quasi steady state approximation (QSSA). This is usually 

validd for polymerization systems. Furthermore, the results do not change by removing this 

assumption.. One manifestation of chain reactions is that the total concentration of the active 

intermediatess is very small. A typical value for radical polymerization is 10"8 mol/1. The quasi 

stead-statee approximation considers that initiation and termination rate of the intermediates 

aree virtually equal. The QSSA is remarkable accurate under most conditions. Most kinetic 

analysiss of chain reactions rely on the QSSA for computation of intermediate concentrations. 

Forr a detailed explanation about the QSSA validity the reader is referred to the book of 

Biesenbergerr (1993). 

Inn the case of polymerization systems, the dimensionless parameter a represents the 

activationn energy of the dissociation step. B is heat of reaction for the propagation step. The 

modell parameters Da and (3 are related to the QSSA monomer consumption rate and radical 

concentration,, respectively. The parameter y is the ratio between termination and propagation 

ratee constants. 
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Chain-growt hh polymerization , wit h self-initiatio n (S5) 

Inn case of self-initiated chain-growth polymerization the monomer is also acting as an 

initiator.. The kinetic model is given in Table 3.1 (S5). The dimensionless equations are given 

by: : 

Mbalance:: *¥_ = -£!.[ 2L.M-expl—) +P -M-R I (3.15a) 
d$d$ f2{p [i+ej ! 

Rbalance:: | U ^ / z . ^ e x p ( ^ V y P -R>} (3.15b) 

Heatt balance: — = —(B-p-M-R-H-(0-Oc)) (3.15c) 

M(0)=1;; /t(0) = 0; 0(0) - 0; (3.15d) 

Floww rate: f2-(\ +f2-M(\)) = 0 (3.15e) 

where:: Da = k v F ^ « V ;/? = J ^ ; X =^; R(S) = - ^ — 
2k2ktt r0fcu^0 y kd kp ^j^0 

Diagramm A of Figure 3.8 shows the monomer conversion (X) versus the plant Damköhler 

number,, for /?= 10* and different termination/propagation ratios, y. Feasible steady states do 

nott exist for low values of Da. Two feasible steady states appear at a fold bifurcation point: 

'r'r for large values of y (fast termination, for example y > 10 ), the corresponding 

conversionn has extremely small values. In this case, the low-conversion unstable 

branchh has no practical implication. 

>> for low values of y (slow termination), the fold point corresponds to a large value of 

thee conversion. This means that there is a practical range of conversion values that 

resultss in an unstable reactor design. 

Thee thermal effects have the expected effect of shifting the fold point to higher values of 

conversionn (Figure 3.8, diagram B). 
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Figuree 3.8. Chain-growth polymerization systems with self-initiation (S5). 

A.. Isothermal: two feasible steady states appear at a fold bifurcation point. For large y 

valuess (fast termination), the fold point corresponds to low conversion. 

B.. Non-isothermal: heat effect shifts the fold point to higher conversion 
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Chain-growt hh polymerization , wit h chemica l initiatio n (S6) 

Forr this system the kinetic model is presented in Table 3.1. The dimensionless model 

(Eqs.. 3.16) assumes small initiator concentration at reactor inlet, zi\. Therefore, the initiator 

feedd flow rate/i o can be neglected. 

TT u i dL Da Y . ( <x6 ) 
I22 balance: —*.= —/,-exp (3.16a) 

d$d$ f2 2/3 ' \l + e) 
Mbalance:: jL = - ^ p . M - R ^ - ^ ^ ( 3 . 1 6 b ) 

Heatt balance: — = — (B-p-M-R-H-(0-Oc)) (3.16d) 

A/(0)) = l - z u / z I O ; 1(0) = zu; R(0) = 0; 0(0) = 0 (3.16e) 

Floww rate: f2 - ( l + f2 -M(1))=0 (3.16f) 

where:: ^JM^Ko v .^=\^.y = 2A 
*.. Fo/cM .o V K K 

Thee diagram A of Figure 3.9 shows the solution of Eqs. 3.16, for different 

termination/propagationn ratios, dimensionless termination/propagation ratios and z, , = 10"*, 

PP = 103. Each bifurcation diagram exhibits one fold (turning) point. Thus, no steady states 

existt for Da < Day and two steady states exist for Da > Da?. For small values of y (slow 

termination)) the conversion at the fold point is high and the multiplicity of states is important. 

Forr large values of y (for example y > 10 ) the conversion of the lower branch has a very 

smalll value. Hence, only the upper state, existing for Da > DaPi has practical significance. 

However,, when the termination/propagation ratio is further increased, the conversion 

becomess limited by the amount of initiator fed in the process. As in CSTR - separator -

recyclee systems, 

U m i ) ö F = - ^^ (3.17) 
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Figuree 3.9. Chain growth polymerization systems with chemical initiatio n (S6). 

A.. Isothermal: two feasible steady states appear at a fold bifurcation point. For slow 

terminationn (small y), the unstable branch extends to high conversion. 

B.. Non-isothermal: heat effect shifts the fold point to higher conversion. 
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Diagramm B of Figure 3.9 presents the results for the case when the thermal effects are 

considered.. As predicted by the behaviour of previous non-isothermal systems, higher 

reactionn heat B shifts the fold point to higher conversions. 

Casee study - low density polyethylene (LDPE) process 

Inn this section, we use the high-pressure low-density polyethylene process as a case 

study,, in order to show that state multiplicity and instability can occur in realistic PFR -

separatorr - recycle systems. In addition, we also check the validity of several assumptions 

thatt were employed throughout the previous sections. 

Ethylene e 

1000 c 
20255 bar 

20255 bar 

1700 C 

c,, = 0.18mol/m3 lfeed d 

11000 m 1400:: 1700 250 0 

Recycle e 

bar r 

X X 
HPS S 

20255 bar 

Figuree 3.10. LDPE process flowsheet 

DD = 0.O5 m 
LL = 2000 m 
TT C 

HKJJ  Lin 

bar r 

LPS S 

Thee process and most important specifications are presented in Figure 3.10. Fresh 

ethylenee is fed at 100°C and 2025 bar to the mixing section, where the recycle is added. The 

mixedd stream is heated in a pre-heater where the temperature increases to 170°C. The heated 

streamm is passed then through the reactor. This has a diameter of 0.05 m and a total length of 

20000 m. In view of the large value of the reactor length, resulting in a small value of the 

Peclett number, the PFR model is realistic. The initiator (benzoyl peroxide) is fed at four 
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differentt locations, at a concentration of 0.18 mol/m3. The reaction mixture leaves the reactor 

andd goes to the high-pressure separation flash operated at 250 bar. Here, about 95% of the 

monomerr is separated and sent to the recycle mixer. The second flash operates at a lower 

pressuree (2 bar) and makes the final separation. The rest of the monomer is sent to the recycle 

mixer,, while the LDPE is recovered at the bottom, at purity higher than 99%. The high- and 

low-pressuree recycles of monomer are mixed and then compressed at the same pressure as the 

freshh ethylene stream. The compressed recycle stream is mixed with the fresh ethylene and 

fedd again to the reactor. 

Thee (simplified) model is very similar to Eqs. 3.16, adding the reactions of chain transfer 

too monomer and solvent, initiator feed at four points along the reactor, and temperature 

dependencee for all reaction constants. This is compared with a rigorous Aspen Polymers 

Plus™™ (AspenTech, 2001) simulation that accounts for variable physical properties, imperfect 

separation,, and heat effects for all reaction steps. The kinetic parameters are chosen from 

Mavridiss et al. (1985). The physical properties were calculated using the Sanchez-Lacombe 

model,, with the parameter values available in Aspen Polymer Plus™. Similar results were 

obtainedd using the SAFT model with regressed parameter data (Orbey et al, 1998). 

Vadapallii and Seader (2001) described the framework for tracing arbitrary bifurcation 

diagramss using commercial simulators. In our study we used a simpler, although less general 

approach:: the user specifies the reaction conversion, and the simulator calculates the 

correspondingg feed flow rate. This procedure can be easily implemented by means of a design 

specificationn block. 

Thee dimensionless parameters indicate large termination / propagation ratio 

(y(y =9.35-104), but also high heat of reaction {B = 3.595) and near adiabatic operation 

(ƒƒƒ = 5.87 10~3). Therefore, a fold point is expected, with a significant value of the 

correspondingg conversion. Unexpectedly, the bifurcation diagram (Figure 3.11 A) looks as the 

superpositionn of four (the number of initiator feeds) bifurcation diagrams similar to the ones 

presentedd in Figure 3.9, and shows seven fold points. A rather large range of conversion 

(0...0.07,, 0.09...0.11, and 0.15 - 0.20) correspond to an unstable operating point. High 

sensitivityy of the conversion to changes of plant Damkohler number, around Da = 80, should 

bee also remarked. 
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Figuree 3.11. LDPE process: Da -X bifurcation diagram. 

A.. Several fold points exist in the practical range of conversion. The simplified model 

agreess with the rigorous simulation (Aspen Polymer Plus™). 

B.. Molecular Weight Distribution for four different operating points. 
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Thee agreement between the simplified and the rigorous models is good, except the region 

off very low conversions. As X -> 0, the solution of the simplified model goes to Da = oo, 

whilee the solution of the rigorous model turns back towards Da = 0. This difference has no 

practicall implication because of the extremely low value of the conversion. It can be 

explainedd by the difference in modeling the separation unit. In the simplified model, 

separationn is perfect and no monomer is allowed to leave the plant. In practice, perfect 

separationn is not possible because some monomer is dissolved in the polymer product. This 

amountt is significant for very low conversion, when the separation unit has to recover a small 

amountt of polymer from a huge amount of monomer. The rigorous model correctly predicts 

thiss behavior. 

Figuree 3.1 IB shows different molecular weight distributions for several feed flow rates of 

monomer,, corresponding to operating points 1 to 4 in diagram A. Transitions 1 ->• 2 and 

33 -* 4 are expected when the production rate is changed (i.e. Da). It can be observed that the 

qualityy of the polymer is greatly affected. In the first case (1 -> 2), a small increase of the feed 

floww rate reduces the conversion from 0.2 to 0.125, and the polydispersity index (PDI) from 

5.211 to 4.23. In the second case (3->4) , for small decrease of the feed flow rate, the 

conversionn and polydispersity index increase from 0.17 to 0.215, and from 4.94 to 5.27, 

respectively.. In practice, these changes might be unacceptable. Therefore, the design of 

recyclee system should take into account the state multiplicity and instability. 

Conclusion s s 

Sixx reactions with different stoichiometry taking place in PFR - separator - recycle 

systemss were investigated. For a fixed feed flow rate and a given kinetics, feasible steady 

statess are possible only if the reactor volume exceeds a critical value. For simple 

stoichiometryy (SI, S2) and isothermal operation, the critical point represents a transcritical 

bifurcation.. When heat-effects are included or for consecutive, stoichiometry involving one 

reactantt (S3, S5), one fold point may enter the feasible range of positive conversion leading to 

statee multiplicity. If two reactants are involved in consecutive-autocatalytic reactions (S4, S6), 

statee multiplicity is a generic feature. 

Thiss behaviour is identical to the one previously found in similar isothermal systems 

involvingg a CSTR. The agreement refers not only to qualitative features, but also to the 

parameterr values at which different bifurcation phenomena occur. This suggests that the 
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behaviourr is determined by reaction stoichiometry, recycle policy and control structure, and 

nott by the reactor type. 

Thee multiplicity of states is important because it is accompanied by the instability of the 

low-conversionn branch that sets a lower limit on the achievable conversion. For isothermal 

reactorr - separator - recycle polymerization systems, this behaviour has practical importance 

(i.e.. the conversion on the unstable branch is significant) when the radicals' quasi steady state 

approximationn is not valid (slow termination, gel-effect). For non - isothermal systems the 

largee heat effect of polymerization reactions renders multiplicity to be very probable. When 

designingg PFR-separator-recycle systems one must be aware of the non-linear behaviour and 

itss implications on plant operability. 

Notatio n n 

AA = heat transfer area, m2 

cc = concentration, mol/m3 

ccpp ~ specific heat, J/(kgK) 

FF = flow rate, mole/s 

A.HA.H = heat of reaction, J/(mol K) 

kk = reaction rate constant, (mol/m3)""1 • s"1 

TT = temperature, K 

TTAA - Arrhenius temperature, K 

UU = heat transfer coëfficiënt, W/(m2K) 

VV - reactor volume, m 

XX = conversion, dimensionless 
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Chapte rr  4 : Plantwid e Contro l of Recycl e System s wit h 

Multipl ee Reaction s 

Abstrac t t 

Thee design and plantwide control of Reactor-Separator-Recycle systems implying multi-

reactionss is addressed. This work presents results of the non-linear analysis for two reactor-

separator-recyclee systems involving consecutive/parallel reaction: SI. A + B —> P\A+ P —* R 

wheree both reactants are recycled together; and S2. A + B —• 2P; 1A —• P + R where reactants 

aree recycled separately. 

Thee non-linear analysis, conducted in terms of dimensionless numbers, ensures a large 

rangee of applicability. Two case studies corresponding to each system are presented: butane 

alkylationn and toluene trans-alkylation processes. It is demonstrated that plantwide control 

relyingg on self-regulation manifests regions of state multiplicity or unfeasibility. Ignoring the 

steadyy state multiplicity can lead to control difficulties or even un-operable plant. Nonlinear 

analysiss is a way to identify and avoid such dangerous situations at an early stage of design. 

Thiss study provides basic guidelines that are useful for the design and control of recycle 

systemss involving multi-reactions. 
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Introductio n n 

Todayy process plants have to be designed in such a way to be capable of handling large 

changess in throughput, product specifications and feedstock quality (flexibility). They should 

bee capable to move between various operating points with smooth and short transitions 

(switch-ability).. These issues are critical also in the case of plants with recycles where strong 

nonlinearitiess could manifest by unwanted dynamic phenomena such as unstable steady, 

oscillationss or even chaotic behaviour. A good design should predict and avoid the occurrence 

off unstable behaviour when the process is faced with flexibility and switch-ability 

requirements. . 

Thiss article investigates the problem of state multiplicity in generic system Reactor-

Separator-Recyclee systems dealing with complex stoichiometry from the perspective of the 

interactionn between flowsheet design and plantwide control. Important issues are feed policy 

andd reactor design, with regard to desired conversion and selectivity. These should comply 

withh the requirement of a stable operating point faced to large disturbances. 

Statee multiplicity has been intensively studied for stand-alone processes, mostly in 

chemicall reaction engineering. Some works treated the effect of recycle but in the simplest 

mannerr as the split of the effluent without processing. Even in this case the interaction 

betweenn energy and mass recycle can lead to complex behaviour. For instance, the dynamics 

off a fixed-bed reactor with reactant recycle may exhibit multiple and high-order periodic 

solutionss (Recke and Jorgensen, 1999). However, in this study we are interested in the 

behaviourr of a more generic system, when the effluent from the reactor is submitted to 

separation.. This operation can be simple or more complex, depending on the thermodynamic 

properties,, and purity specifications of products and recycled reactants. Accordingly, various 

designss of separators are possible. To avoid the combinatorial explosion of designs a 

systematicc approach is necessary. 

Thee systematic non-linear analysis of the Reactor-Separator-Recycle system is only 

recent.. Tyreus & Luyben (1993) reported for the first time the occurrence of multiple steady 

statess in a system dealing with a bimolecular reaction A + B —» Products, as well as the 

connectionn between state multiplicity and reactant make-up control policy. However, they did 

nott proceed to a fundamental analysis. A first theoretical investigation of the non-linear 

behaviourr of the Reactor-Separator-Recycle systems has been published by Bildea, Dimian 
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andd Iedema (2000). The dimensionless mole-balance equations have been parameterised in 

termm of the plant Damköhler number (Da) and the specification of the separations. It was 

shownn that reactant accumulation does not occur if the reactor volume exceeds a critical 

value.. This condition can be expressed as Da > Daa, in which Daa corresponds to a 

bifurcationn point. Near the critical value of the plant Damköhler number the system manifests 

highh sensitivity to disturbances. Only one reactant feed may be on flow control, while the 

otherr should be fed to exactly match the stoichiometry. These results have proved a generic 

significancee in recycle systems. Further works of Kiss et al. (2002, 2003) have shown that 

statee multiplicity and instability could occur also in systems with recycle, involving more 

complexx kinetics such as polymerization. Although the stoichiometry is rather complex, only 

onee recycle of one pure reactant was considered due to the relatively easy separation of 

monomerr from polymer. It is remarkable that CSTR- and PFR-Separator-Recycle systems 

behavee similarly, thus demonstrating the essential role of the mass recycle. 

Thee above mentioned works assume perfect separation. The main limitation of this 

assumptionn is that the behaviour of the unstable states cannot be completely explored. 

Therefore,, a dynamic model of the separation is necessary. In this respect a first attempt was 

donee by Pushpavanam and Kienle (2001) and Waschler et al (2003). They analysed a reactor-

separatorr network housing a first-order exothermic reaction. The reactor was of CSTR type, 

adiabaticc or non-isothermal, while the separator was a simple instantaneous single-stage flash. 

Itt was found that the nonlinear behaviour depends crucially on the control strategy. Fixing the 

feedd flow rate was found to lead to unstable states. 

Thee influence of complex reaction stoichiometry on the non-linear behaviour of the 

Reactor-Separator-Recyclee system has not been investigated yet. Blagov et al. (2000) showed 

thatt state multiplicity is possible with consecutive-parallel reactions: A + B —> P;A + P —> R, 

butt the reactants were fed together and no control structure was used. Nevertheless, the results 

presentedd in our article have an extensive character. 

Ann important concept used in this article is the self-regulation. According to Larsson and 

Skogestadd (2000) a plant is considered self-regulating "if with constant inputs the controlled 

outputsoutputs can be kept within acceptable bounds". Self-regulation implies that the expected 

disturbancess can be rejected over the whole frequency range. In this study, we use the concept 

off self-regulation for the situation in which the component inventory is not measured. 

Consequently,, there is no attempt to regulate the component inventory by manipulating 
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streamss or process conditions. The implicit assumptions behind conventional control 

structuress based on self-regulation of reactants inventory are: 1. the reactants are fed in the 

correctt stoichiometric ratio, and 2. the reactor is large enough to transform into products the 

entiree amount of components fed in the process. These assumptions are not always 

guaranteed,, especially in systems involving complex reactions. In controlled-regulation the 

inventoryy of each reactant is measured or evaluated by indirect measurements and adjusted by 

manipulatingg the corresponding fresh feed flow rate. For controlled- and self-regulation 

examples,, the reader is referred to work of Downs (1992) and Dimian and Bïldea (2004). 

Thee approach based on self-regulation has the advantage of setting directly the 

productionn rate by simple adjusting the feed flow rates of self-regulating reactants. In case of 

complexx reactions an additional benefit is the fixed product distribution. This classical 

strategyy is possible only if the reactor is large enough {i.e. high plant Damköhler number). In 

casee of first-order reactions, this control structure could lead to snowballing if the conversion 

iss low (Wu and Yu. 1996). However, the control structure relying on self-regulation works 

welll at high conversion (Bïldea and Dimian, 2003). Although the self-regulation strategy 

offerss more advantages, one must be aware of the nonlinear behaviour when designing such 

systems.. Additional constraints could arise because of undesired non-linear phenomena such 

ass state multiplicity, high sensitivity to production rate changes or parameter uncertainty in 

design.. Nevertheless, these constrains could be prevented by proper design decisions. 

Thiss study extends the analysis to more complex stoichiometry. The motivation for this 

studyy is given in the next topics. A general feasibility condition for self-regulation in multi-

reactant/multi-reactionn processes is presented in the next chapter. Then, the non-linear 

analysiss starts with a one-recycle system implying parallel-consecutive reactions. It is 

demonstratedd that stale multiplicity occurs with unstable low conversion and selectivity 

branch.. The results are confirmed by an industrial case-study, butane alkylation. The next 

topicc is a two-recycle system involving parallel reactions. For this system, the selectivity 

showss a more complex pattern with regard to state multiplicity. The non-linear analysis is also 

supportedd by an illustrative example, the toluene trans-alkylation process. Guidelines of 

practicall significance are provided in the conclusions. Although in the present paper we 

restrictt the discussion to liquid-phase reactions and well-mixed reactor (CSTR), the results 

couldd be extended as well to recycle systems including PFRs. In Reactor-Separator-Recycle 

systems,, CSTR and PFR exhibits similar non-linear behaviour (Kiss et al, 2003). 
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Self-regulatio nn conditio n for comple x stoichiometr y 

Inn case of the simple A + B —• P reaction, the feed flow rates of reactants can not be set 

bothh on flow control. Because of inherit measurements errors, reactants can not be fed in the 

correctt stoichiometric ratio if both feed flow rates are set on self-regulation. In case of 

parallel-consecutivee reactions it can be possible to put all feed flow rates on flow control. This 

iss because the system can rely on the self-regulating ability to reject disturbances in the feed 

floww rate. Due to the more complex stoichiometry, the 'generation' and 'consumption' terms 

fromm the mass balance for each component are adjusting according to the reactants ratio. The 

self-regulatingg behavior depends on the number of reactions and the stoichiometry of these 

reactions.. As a rule, it is possible to put all feed flow rates on flow control, only if the rank of 

thee stoichiometric matrix is higher than or equal to the number of reactants (Dimian and 

Bïldea,, 2004). 

Lett us consider a Reactor - Separator - Recycle system where JV reactants Ay gives M 

productss and intermediates i \ . The network of/? reactions can be described by: 

xxTT
AA-AW-AWpp-P-P (4.1) 

wheree VAT and vi>T are matrices of stoichiometric coefficients. Assuming that the separation 

sectionn does not allow the reactants Aj to leave the process, the overall mass balance can be 

writtenn as: 

vy$=F«vy$=F« (4-2) 

wheree £ is the vector of reaction extents and FQ is the vector of fresh reactant flow rates. 

Obviously,, this linear system has at least one solution £ for any vector Fa, if the following 

conditionn is fulfilled: 

rark(vrark(vAA)) = N<R (4.3) 

Forr the second-order reaction: A + B —> Products, the rank of the stoichiometric matrix is 

one.. According to Eq. 4.3 it is not possible to put both reactants on flow-control in such a 

system.. This result has been also confirmed by previous studies reported in literature 
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(Luyben,, 1996). In Table 4.1 other examples are given. The self-regulation condition 

expressedd by Eq. 4.3 is not always fulfilled for complex reactions. In other words the self-

regulationn condition could be expressed as: the maximum number of feed flows that can be 

putt on flow control is equal with the minimum value between the rank of the stoichiometric 

matrixx and the number of reactants. 

Tablee 4.1. Self-regulation condition for  different stoichiometrics. 

Reaction n 

AA ->P 

AA ->P 
AA ->R 

AA + B->P 

AA + B->P 
AA ->R 

AA + B->P 
AA -^R 
BB ->S 

type e 

AA + B + C-+P 
AA + B->R 
C->S C->S 

Numberr of 
reactants s 

1 1 

1 1 

2 2 

2 2 

2 2 

3 3 

Numberr of 
reactions s 

1 1 

2 2 

/ / 

2 2 

3 3 

3 3 

Rankk of 
stoichiometric c 

matrix x 

1 1 

1 1 

7 7 

2 2 

2 2 

2 2 

Self-regulation n 
conditionn fulfilled? 

Yes s 

Yes s 

No No 

Yes s 

Yes s 

No No 

AA + B + C->P 
AA + V?B->R 
'/2'/2 B + C ->S 

AA + B + C-+P 
AA + B->R 
AA + C~>S 
AA ->T 

AA + B + C->P 
2A+2A+ B->R 
AA + C - >5 
AA ->T 

AA + B + C->P 
AA + 2B->R 
A+2C->S A+2C->S 
AA ->T 

No No 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 
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Inn the following topics we show that complex stoichiometry helps enlarging the range of 

controll structure that can be considered. The flow rates of fresh reactants can be set at 

arbitraryy values, but within stoichiometric constraints. Then, the internal flow rates and 

concentrationss adjust themselves in such a way that, for each reactant, the net consumption 

ratee equals the feed flow rate. Therefore, the reactants' inventory is self-regulating. When 

N-R,N-R, equation 4.3 has a unique solution. This means that the reaction rate constants or reactor 

volumee do not influence the selectivity or the production rate (Dimian and Bïldea, 2004). 

Desig nn by non-linea r analysi s 

Inn this section a brief description of the design methodology is presented. Some basic 

assumptionss are considered: 1. isothermal reactors, this implies that temperature can be 

controlledd and 2. 'black-box* separation models, this assumes that composition can be 

controlled.. These assumptions allow writing a simplified balance in a dimensionless form that 

ensuress a large range of applicability. The degree of freedom analysis for these equations will 

providee the number of variables that must be specified. Usually several sets of specifications 

aree possible. Next step is choosing a control structure that satisfies one set of specifications. 

Then,, bifurcation diagrams are plotted. Effect of different parameters is studied with regard to 

statee multiplicity, stability and sensitivity. The instability of some states could be simply 

demonstratedd by steady-state analysis. These unstable states must be avoided when the 

nominall design is selected. At this stage is also important to evaluate the behavioural 

sensitivityy with Damköhler number. We have to ensure that no major changes in the non

linearr behaviour are possible {e.g. disappearance of steady-states left to the fold) when 

Damköhlerr number fluctuates {e.g. change of production rate, catalyst deactivation or 

temperaturee changes). On top of everything, economic considerations must be taken into 

account:: reasonable temperatures, realistic recycle rates, practical reactor volume, etc. The 

endd result of this analysis is a nominal design. The approach described provides a fast method 

too find a feasible design. Steady state controllability of a design is a necessary condition for 

dynamicc controllability. 

Afterr choosing the nominal operating point the model is detailed and developed using a 

traditionall process simulator such as AspenTech Aspen Plus™ and Aspen Dynamics™. The 

fulll steady-state and dynamic model is used to validate the accuracy of the simple model. 
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One-recycl ee system s 

Lett us consider the following consecutive parallel reactions: 

AA + B—^P 

AA + P^^R 

takingg place in an isothermal CSTR-Separator-Recycle system. Such chemistry can be found 

inn important processes, as olefins alkylation (butane/butene to iso-octane), or polyether 

synthesiss (ethylene or propylene oxide and alcohols). 

Usually,, the intermediate product P is of interest. We consider here the case when the 

reactantss have adjacent volatilities. The assumption is equivalent with this volatilities order: 

ÖA,, CÜB > ctp, OR (i.e. the reactants are lighter than the products). This volatilities order is 

importantt from a practical viewpoint since it is very reasonable that two moles of light 

componentss (reactants A and B) produce one mole of heavy/heaviest component. Since both 

reactantss A and B are recycled together the flowsheet has only one recycle (Figure 4.1). We 

assumee good separation, such that both reactants are completely recycled. However, cases 

whenn the recycle contains also product along with reactants are taken into account as well. 

BB Feed 
— * v **  l 

Recyclee (A + B) 

AA Feed 

Figuree 4.1. Control structure relying on self- regulation for  a one-recycle plant. 

Thee reactor effluent is processed by the separation section, and afterwards recycled. 
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Non-linea rr  analysi s 

Thee analysis that follows is formulated in terms of dimensionless quantities. In general, ƒ 

andd z ,̂ are dimensionless flow rates and concentrations, respectively, where the subscripts i 

andd k define streams and components, respectively. The plant input flow rate and 

concentrationn of reactant A is used as reference values. The model assumptions are: 

-- Irreversible chemical reactions that follows the second-order reaction kinetics. 

Thee separation delivers pure product but not necessarily pure reactants. 

-- Constant mixture density. 

Thee control structure consists of setting A on flow control, and adding B in the recycle on 

constantt level control (Figure 4.1). The steady state mass balance can be described by the 

followingg equations: 

Reactor Reactor 

Componentt A: 1 + ƒ,-zAi3- f2
 z

A,2~^a'{zA.2 'ZB,2
 +a'zAj 'ZP.I) = ^ (4.4a) 

Componentt B: fB0 + /3 • zB 3 - (f2 • zB2 + Da-zK2- zB2) = 0 (4.4b) 

Componentt P: f2 • zp 2 - Da -(zA2 • zQ2 - a • zA 2 • zP2) = 0 (4.4c) 

Totall balance: 1 + fR - f2 = 0 (4.4d) 

Separation Separation 

Component^:: f2z\2~fizA,i=® (4.4e) 

Componentt B: f2
zB2 ~ /IZB,3 = ^ (4-4f) 

Componentt P: z^3 + zB 3 + zp^ = 1 (4.4g) 

ReactantReactant make-up 

Componentt B: /R - /3 - fBfi = 0 (4.4h) 

Inn the above relation the following dimensionless quantities are defined: 

V V 
Plantt Damköhler number: Da = kx CA0 (4.5) 

k k 
Kineticc constants ratio: a = — (4.6) 

K K 
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Fromm the degree of freedom analysis results that five variables must be fixed (DOF = 13 

variabless - 8 equations). Several sets of specifications are possible. We consider two of them: 

1.. one reactant on self-regulation: (Da, a, z?j, f^o, /R) or (Da, a, z?,i,/B.O,/R), and 2. both 

reactantss on self-regulation (Da, a, zP 3, f A 0 , / B 0 ) . 

Inn case of the first set of specifications, for solving the system described by Eq. 4.4 we 

choosee a and^R as parameters and/B,O as variable. The separation of product R is perfect and 

theree is no component R in recycle. When the product P is also absent from recycle (zp,3=0), 

thee Damköhler number, conversion of reactant A and product distribution are given by: 

DaDa = P-^) 2(1 +^ 2
 (47) 

a-a- {2fBO-\){a-fBfi(2fBO-\)-(fB0- ƒ„)(!-ƒ,.„)] 

i+A( 1-^,o)-A.o[(2-/B,o)+«(2/fl0-i) ] ] 

(4.9) ) 

wherefs,oo = 0.5 ... 1 

Thee value Da? is the minimum Damköhler number for which feasible steady state exists 

andd represents a limit point of the balance equations. At the limit point (fold): 

g(x,Da)g(x,Da) = Q; d e t ^ = 0 (4.10) 

wheree g is the model expressed by Eq. 4.4 and x represents all unknowns from g. 

Then,, the following feasibility conditions (i.e. existence of steady states) can be derived, when 

noo products are recycled (zp,3=0): 

nn [/B
3,o(4«-2) + 6/B

2,0(l-2a) + /B,(7«-4)-a]2 

DaDarr=-=-——77——ii TT ; : T~, 1^~> Da>Daf (4.11) 
«•Uo-l)[l-«+/B.o(4a-2)-/B

2
0(l-2a)] ] 
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aa =0.2 

50 0 Da Da 100 0 150 0 

Figuree 4.2. SI  - Influence of recycle flowrate (/R) on conversion and selectivity. 

A.. Da-XA bifurcation diagram B. Da-SP/A bifurcation diagram 

Diagramm A in Figure 4.2, shows the conversion of the key component XA for different 

valuesvalues of the recycle flow rate (/R). When the Damköhler number exceeds the critical value 

correspondingg to the turning point of the Da - XA diagram, two feasible steady states exist. A 

higherr recycle rate shifts the limit point to lower conversion and Damköhler number values. It 

iss worth noting that increased recycle rates enlarge the region of feasible steady states and the 
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rangee of achievable conversions. Feasible low-conversion operating points are possible for 

largee recycle rates. However, this might not be economically feasible due to the increased 

costss implied by higher recycle rates. Diagram B of Figure 4.2 shows the selectivity of 

productt P (SP/A,), as function of Damköhler number. Two steady state solutions are also 

possible.. The shape of this diagram resembles a vertical flip of the Da-X diagram. Again, a 

higherr recycle rate increases the range of feasible selectivity. 

1 1 

0.8 8 

>? ? 
0.6 6 

0.4 4 

0.2 2 A+B^P P 
A+P-^R R 

50 0 Da Da 100 0 150 0 

00 50 Da 100 150 

Figuree 4.3. SI  - Effect of separation performance (zp3) on conversion and selectivity. 

A.. DO-XA bifurcation diagram B. Da-Sp/A bifurcation diagram 
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Att a given recycle rate (Figure 4.3, diagram A), a higher molar fraction of product in 

recycle,, zP,3 shifts the fold to higher conversions and larger Damkohler numbers. In 

consequence,, due to the poorer separation, the critical (minimum) reactor volume increases. 

Too minimize the effect of recycle purity on state multiplicity it is therefore recommended to 

designn the separation section in such a way that pure products are obtained. In this case, the 

absencee of product P in recycle - or its presence in very low concentrations - leads to larger 

rangee of stable operating points. Selectivity exhibits a similar trend, as shown in diagram B of 

thee same figure. When the recycle contains only reactants (z^ = 0) the selectivity is much 

higher. . 

Inn diagram A of Figure 4.4, conversion is plotted versus Damkohler number for different 

valuess of the reaction rates ratio, a, for a fixed recycle rate and no product in recycle (zp.3 = 

0).. Although the range of achievable conversion does not vary much with the reaction rates 

ratio,, it is worth noting that a higher value of a leads to a smaller reactor volume. As shown 

inn diagram B, the selectivity becomes higher at low values of the reaction rates ratio, a. 

Unlikee conversion, the selectivity exhibit a high sensitivity with the kinetic ratio a. If high 

selectivityy is required one could decrease the reaction rates ratio by changing the reaction 

temperature,, if thee activation energies permit. An interesting aspect, highlighted by diagram B 

off Figures 4.3 and 4.4, is the insignificant variation of selectivity at higher Damkohler 

numbers.. In conclusion neither the volume nor the type of reactor can be used to improve the 

selectivity. . 

Att low Damkohler values all the diagrams from Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 exhibit an 

unfeasibilityy region. The turning point (fold) where a change in stability of states takes place 

playss an important role in the bifurcation diagrams, as shown in Figures 4.2-4.4. From a 

controll viewpoint, designs close to this turning point should be avoided. The high sensitivity 

inn this region and the uncertainty of the design parameters may shift the operating point to 

anotherr region where undesired behavior, such as loss of stability or even inexistence of 

feasiblee steady states, is likely to occur. It is worth noting that in all figures exhibiting two 

steadyy states the low-conversion branch is unstable, as previously demonstrated by Kiss et al. 

(2002).. A brief demonstration of the low-conversion branch instability, for all recycle systems 

consideredd in this study, is given in the appendix of this article. 
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Figuree 4.4. SI  - Influence of kinetics (a = ki / kj ) on conversion and selectivity. 

A.. DO-XA bifurcation diagram B. Da-Sp/A bifurcation diagram 

Lett us consider now the second set of specifications (Da, a, zPj, f^o, Ao) for Eq. 4.4. 

Thee control structure relies on self regulation of all reactants. This means that both feeds (/A,O> 

yi},o)) from Figure 4.1 are set on flow control. Figure 4.5 shows that state multiplicity is still 

presentt in this case. Moreover the variation of conversion with other parameters exhibits a 

similarr trend with previous figures (diagram A, Figures 4.2-4.4). However, a significant 

aa = 0.1 

0.5 5 
B B 

r^r^  ^  1 

( \\ ^ - ^ ^ ZP,3=0 

C^^== = = — — 

A+B^P P 
A+P^R R 

—— — 
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differencee exits with regard to variation of selectivity. In this case, the selectivity does not 

dependd on the Damköhler number, only on /B,O and it is given by the simple linear 

relationship:: SWA = 2-f&$— 1. Therefore the feasible range of values for/s.o is limited to the 

intervalTB.OO = 0.5 ... 1. We remark that selectivity is constant for a given^BQ. 

25 5 500 Da 75 5 100 0 

$ $ 

0.2 2 

0 0 

1 1 

0.8 8 

0.6 6 

i i 

0.4 4 

0.2 2 

0 0 

00 10 20 Da 30 40 50 
Figuree 4.5. SI  - Influence of reactants feed ratio (A) and kinetics (B) on conversion. 

Bothh feed flow rates of reactants are set on feed control (i.e. self-regulating). 
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Consideringg the results attained in this section the following guidelines can be derived for 

screeningg feasible designs in case of parallel/consecutive reactions: 

•• Work at highest recycle rate (e.g. /R > 10) allowed by the economical trade-off 

betweenn selectivity gain vs. cost of recycling; 

•• Use high purity recycles, preferable free of product (zpj = 0); 

•• Minimize or maximize the kinetic ratio a, according to the desired product - P or R. 

Casee stud y - butane/buten e alkylatio n 

Thiss system corresponds to the stoichiometry analysed in the previous section. The 

physicall properties of A^ B, P, and R correspond to butene, butane, iso-octane and Ci2H26, 

respectively.. The main reactions are: 

<;,//„„ +C4//I0—^~*C%Hi% *o,i = 1.735-1010 nrVkmols; E^ = 15.55 kcal/mol 

C',, //„ + Cg//lg -
J^>CnH26 koj = 4.342-1013 nrVkmols; £ u = 19.45 kcal/mol 

Kineticc data and other parameters are available (Rama et ah, 2001). Secondary reactions 

aree possible but not essential in this case. The product of interest is iso-octane, while n-

dodecanee (C12H26) is the by-product. The unconverted reactants (mainly iso-butane) are 

separatedd from the products and recycled to the reactor. Main and by-product are separated in 

thee last column. The product purity is minimum 99.8%. 

Thee design of this plant is based solely on the rules formulated in the previous section. 

Becausee the product of interest is P (iso-ocatane), the kinetic ratio a should be minimized. In 

Figuree 4.6. diagram A, the variation of the kinetic ratio a with the temperature is shown. As 

cann be easily observed, in order to minimize the kinetic ratio it is better to work at the lowest 

temperaturee possible. However, cooling requirements constraints must be taken into account. 

Thereforee a temperature of -6.5°C (266.5 K) is chosen. This corresponds to a kinetic ratio 

valuee of a = 1.55. The next design decision concerns the purity of the recycle. Because of the 

easyy separation C4 / Cg-C^, a safe assumption is that no products are recycled. This obeys the 

ruless previously formulated. 
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00 10 20 fK 30 40 50 0 25 Da 50 75 

Figuree 4.6. Case study: butane alkylation - steady state design. 

A.. Variation of kinetic ratio a with temperature. 

B.. Variation of selectivity with recycle rate. 

C.. Effect of recycle rate on conversion. 

D.. Effect of recycle rate on selectivity. 

Inn Figure 4.6, diagrams B, C and D, the variation of conversion and selectivity is 

presentedd at different recycle rates (a = 1.55 and zp,3 = 0). According to the guidelines it is 

betterr to use higher recycle rates. Diagrams C and D will help us choose the proper recycle 

rate.. Due to economical constrains (i.e. cost of the recycling) the recycle rate could not be 

extremelyy high. Therefore, in order to keep a high selectivity (>85%), while considering the 

economicc constrains, we choose a recycle rate of twenty (/R = 20). Any higher recycle rate 

willl provide an irrelevant increase of selectivity, as illustrated in diagram B of the Figure 4.6. 

AA larger recycle means higher selectivity but also higher concentration of component B in 

thee recycle streams. That implies low sensitivity of the recycle with Da or conversion. Hence 

ann optimized design would suggest a design close to fold. If the activity of the catalyst is 

alteredd or temperature changes occur, then the design may fall left to the fold where no 

feasiblee states exist Therefore, designs in the region near fold should be avoided. The last 
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designn variable that must be set is the Damköhler number. According to Figure 4.6 there is no 

changee in selectivity on the stable high-selectivity branch when Da is increased. For that 

reasonn it is not required to use a large reactor {i.e. high Da). However, choosing a very small 

DaDa leads to designs where no feasible states exist {Da < DaCI). A simple optimization 

proceduree suggests Da = 10 as minimum value. Considering a classical 20% over-design of 

thee reactor volume the chosen Damköhler number is Da = 12 (case A). This corresponds to a 

reactorr volume of 3 m3. However, such designs near fold that might be difficult to control. 

Thereforee we choose a second design characterized by a higher Damköhler number, Da — 20 

(casee B). This relate with a reactor volume of 5 m3. In this second case the Damköhler number 

wass chosen taking into account that the minimum reactor volume corresponds to the 

maximummaximum rejectable disturbance. Hence, a disturbance of +100% in the feed flow rate is 

equivalentt with a decrease of Da from 20 to 10. This value {Da=\0) corresponds to the 

maximummaximum disturbance and it is the minimum value suggested by the optimization procedure. 

Finally,, the designs based on these decisions have these parameters: isothermal CSTR 

(T=266.55 K); reactor pressure = 8.5 atm; recycle rate ratio = 20; products molar fraction in 

recyclee = 0. The distillation columns are designed using the classical method: number of trays 

Mrayss = 2-Mrays. mm and reflux ratio R = 1.3/fmin. The columns have 15 and 10 stages, 

respectively.. Correspondingly, the reflux ratio is 0.1 and 1. Both columns have total 

condenserss and 100% tray efficiency. The inlet pressure in the columns is the same as in the 

reactorr and the total pressure drop is 0.7 and 0.35 atm, respectively. For each column, the 

refluxx drum and the sump were dimensioned considering a residence time of 5 minutes. The 

samee rule was applied for the design of the mixer. All controllers used are PI controllers with 

thee following specifications: 

-- LC: Reactor, columns, mixer: Kp = 10 /a/% and A^mix = 1 /aU/;, T\ = 6000 min; Range: 0...2-L 

-- TC: Columns: A'p = 1 %A0; T, = 20 min; Reactor: Kp = 5 %/%; T\ = 6 min; Range:  10 K 

-- PC: Columns: Kp = 20 %/%; Tt = 12 min; Range: P  0.01 bar 

Thee steady-state simulation was performed in AspenTech AspenPlus™. Afterwards, a 

rigorousrigorous dynamic model was built in AspenTech AspenDynamics™. Three cases, for two 

differentt control structures were considered: 

1.. Case A: only one reactant {A) on flow control, as shown in Figure 4.1 - optimized design; 

2.. Case B: only one reactant {A) on flow control (Figure 4.1) - guidelines design; 

3.. Case C: both reactants {A,B) on flow control - guidelines design. 
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Figuree 4.7. Butane alkylarion - dynamic response for  a 100% increase of feed-flowrate. 

Variationn in time of product purity (zp), production rate (Fp) and selectivity (SP/A)-

Onlyy one reactant is self-regulating: A. optimized design B. guidelines design. 

Bothh reactants are self-regulating: C. guidelines design 

Figuree 4.7 presents the results of the dynamic simulation results for all three cases 

considered.. At time t = 1 hr, a disturbance of+100% in the feed flow-rate is applied. Diagram 

AA shows the inability of the small reactor (3 m3, Da=l2) to reject such a huge disturbance. 

Afterr two hours the system can no longer be controlled due to the overflow. Diagrams B show 

thee dynamic response for the second case (5 m , Da=20) where only one reactant is self-

regulatingg (i.e. reactant A is on flow control). The increase of iso-octane production rate is 

accompaniedd by a decrease of purity and selectivity. The system reaches the new steady-state 

afterr approximately 8 hours. This control structure obeys Luyben's rule to keep one of the 
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flowflow rates from recycle loop on flow control. Therefore, as expected, there are no difficulties 

inn this case. In diagram C, the dynamic response to the same disturbance is shown for the case 

CC (5 m3, Dcr=20) where this time both reactants are self-regulating (i.e. both reactants A, B are 

sett on flow control). The production rate of iso-octane increases, being accompanied again by 

aa decrease of purity and selectivity. However, this decrease is not as large as in the previous 

casee thus offering a better performance, but the system reaches the new steady-state after a 

longerr time — approximately 17 hours. This control structure does not obey Luyben's rule, as 

theree is no flow rate controlled in the recycle loop. However, as can be observed there are no 

difficultiess in this case. The explanation is simple given by the self-regulation condition (Eq. 

4.3),, which correctly predicts that both reactants can be set on flow control for this 

stoichiometry.. Luyben's rule was established for simple stoichiometrics and there is no 

contradictionn with the self-regulation condition (Eq. 4.3) deduced in the first part. 

Onee predictable question is how the plant is able to reject such a large disturbance. At the 

nominall operating point the reactor and columns must process the fresh feed and a recycle 

floww rate that is 20 times larger than the feed. Any large increase of the fresh feed (e.g. 100%) 

iss rather small compared to the recycle rate. Therefore, all units involved in recycle are able to 

rejectt the disturbance. 

Two-recyclee systems 

Inn this section we consider another complex stoichiometry, namely the parallel reactions: 

AA + B—^->2P 

2A^^>P2A^^>P + R 

Suchh chemistry can be found in the toluene trans-alkylation process presented as case study in 

thee next section. Depending on the physical properties of the species, several design 

alternativess are possible. If the reactants A and B are lighter and heavier, respectively, than the 

mainn product P, the flowsheet has two recycle streams. Figure 4.8 describes the flowsheet for 

thee case when volatilities are ordered as: OCR > «A > «p > «B- The control loops regards the 

reactorr level and temperature, as well as the top and bottom purity of the distillation columns. 

Thee feed of reactant A is on flow control,^0 = U relying on self-regulation. The flow rate of 

reactantt B at the reactor inlet ̂ RB is fixed. Note that this includes recycle and make-up feed. 

Thee feed rate of reactant B,/^0, is used to control its inventory. 
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AA Feed 

- & & 
AA Recycle 

i-eeaa r—i .. 

h]]  A+B—2P 11 3V—«R 
Q , -- Product (TO O 

- yy . r 

( 0 __ Product 

Figuree 4.8. Control structure relying on self- regulation for  a two-recycle plant. 

Non-linea rr  analysi s - CSTR 

Usingg the same assumptions as for the previous system, the following mass balance 

equationss can be derived for this control structure: 

ReactorReactor mass balance 

Componentt A: 1 + f3 • zA 3 - ƒ, • zA2 - Da • (zA 2 • zB2 + a • z\2) = 0 

Componentt B: fB0 + f5 • zB5 -(f2 • zB2 + Da• zA2 • zB2) = 0 

Totall balance: 1 + f3 + f5 + fB0 - /2 = 0 

SeparationSeparation mass balance 

Componentt A: f2
zAi ~ fizA •>, = 0 

Componentt B: /2zB|2 — f5zB 5 = 0 

Make-upMake-up ofB: f^-f5- fBfi =0 

Selectivity:Selectivity: SP/A = (l+3/B0)/2; SWA = (l-/B>0)/2 

where: : DaDa = k\-^-CA,a> a=-r 

(4.12a) ) 

(4.12b) ) 

(4.12c) ) 

(4.12d) ) 

(4.12e) ) 

(4.12f) ) 

(4.12g) ) 

F„ „ K K 
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Thee degree of freedom for the model expressed by Eq. 4.12 is six {DOF = 12 variables -

66 equations). When the kinetic ratio a decreases to zero (first reaction dominates) or increases 

too infinite (second reaction dominates) the following limiting cases can be derived: 

(4.13) ) limSp/A=2 2 
a-»0 0 

limm iSp, :: 0.5; lim Da = - 1 1 

a-z: a-z: 
(4.14) ) 
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Figuree 4.9. S2 - Effect of recycle flow rate (/R) on conversion and selectivity 

A.. Da-Xj bifurcation diagram B. Da-Sp/A bifurcation diagram 
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Diagramm A of Figure 4.9, shows the conversion of reactant A versus Damköhler number 

ass bifurcation diagram for different recycle rates. State multiplicity is possible for Damköhler 

numberss exceeding the critical value. In addition, when the recycle rate increases too much 

(/R>3)) the performance of the reactor (i.e. the conversion) drops down. This occurs due to the 

increasedd reactor inlet flow rate that leads to a smaller residence time. 

20 0 400 Da 60 80 0 100 0 

1 1 10 0 Da Da 100 0 

Figuree 4.10. S2 - Influence of recycle purit y (ZBS) on conversion and selectivity. 

A.. DÜ-XA bifurcation diagram B. Da-Sp/^ bifurcation diagram 
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Inn diagram B of Figure 4.9 the selectivity is plotted versus Damköhler number. The 

variationn of selectivity with the Damköhler number is very low at high values of Damköhler 

number.. However, around Da = 5 corresponding to the lowest selectivity, the sensitivity of 

selectivityy is extremely high, signifying that any small change in the Damköhler number leads 

too a very large variation of selectivity. 

0.11 1 Da 10 100 

Figuree 4.11. S2 - Effect of kinetics (a = ki I Ai) on conversion and selectivity. 

A.. DÜ-XA bifurcation diagram B. DÖ-SP/A bifurcation diagram 
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Inn Figure 4.10, diagram A, the Da-X bifurcation diagram is plotted for different 

separationn performances. When the purity of the recycle decreases the reactor performance 

alsoo decreases. Therefore it is better to work with high purity recycles, considering of course 

thee economic trade-off (i.e. purity vs. cost of separation). Diagram B shows the variation of 

selectivityy with the Damkohler number for different recycle compositions (ZB,S)- The 

selectivityy exhibits low sensitivity at high Damkohler numbers, but very high sensitivity 

aroundd the fold. 

Figuree 4.11, diagram A, shows the influence of kinetics on the conversion of reactant A 

versuss Damkohler number bifurcation diagram. For small kinetic ratios (a < 0.5) multiple 

steadyy states are possible. However, for a > 0.5 the second reaction dominates. As a result the 

systemm behaves similarly to a pseudo first-order reaction system (A —*• Products). Therefore, 

onlyy one steady state exists for these cases. Diagram B shows a similar transition for 

selectivityy versus Damkohler number. For low a values the system behaves as pseudo first-

orderr reaction, while for high a values the system follows a second-order reaction behaviour. 

Thee curves plotted in diagram B change from one steady state to two steady states. 

Itt is interesting to remark that the guidelines to avoid the undesired effects of state 

multiplicity,, formulated for the previous system, remain valid also for this case. 

Non-linea rr  analysi s - PFR 

Replacingg the CSTR with a PFR leads to similar balance equations. The only difference 

iss reactor mass balance: 

ReactorReactor mass balance 

Component^:: —- = Daiz^ , -zBI +2-a -z\2\ (4.15a) 
d%d% f 

dzdz 1 
Componentt B: —i- = Da-zA]-zBl (4.15b) 

dldl fx 

Totall balance: 1 + f + f + fB 0 - f2 = 0 (4.15c) 

CSTRR and PFR exhibit similar non-linear behaviour in recycle systems, as previously 

demonstratedd (Kiss et ah, 2003). In order to illustrate the similarities, Figure 4,12 shows the 
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non-linearr behaviour of the PFR in the two recycle system. The similarity can be easily 

observedd by comparing Figure 4.12 (PFR in recycle) with Figure 4.9 (CSTR in recycle). The 

non-linearr analysis reveal the same qualitative behaviour. There are however some small 

quantitativee differences. 
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Figuree 4.12. S2 - The nonlinear  behaviour  of the PFR-Separator-Recyclee system 

iss similar  to the CSTR-Separator-Recycle system. 

A.. DÜ-XA bifurcation diagram B. Da-Sy/A bifurcation diagram 
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Casee stud y - toluen e trans-alkylatio n 

Inn order to assess the stability of the steady states, a dynamic simulation was developed 

inn Aspen Dynamics™. The physical properties of A, B, P, and R species correspond to 

toluene,, tri-methyl -benzene, xylene and benzene, respectively. 

CC66H,H, -CH,+CtH, (CHy)3 -^>2C6H4 (CH,\ Jfco,i= 2-1010 m3/kmol-s; E^= 20 kcal/mol 

2CH2CH55 - CH, —b-^L\HA (CH, )2 + C6H6 h,2= 2.8-109 nrVkmols; E^2= 19 kcal/mol 

Inn this example both products are of interest. Setting the product distribution is the main 

challenge.. As previously shown, several sets of specifications result after the degree of 

freedomm analysis. These sets of specifications lead to different control structure. For this case 

studyy we consider the control structure based on one set of specifications: (Da, GL, ZA,3, 2B,5» 

f\,o,fy)-f\,o,fy)- Other control structures could be better but this is beyond the scope of this article. 

Thee design of this plant is also based exclusively on the rules formulated in the previous 

section.. According to Figure 4.11 it is preferable to work at a kinetic ratio a = 0.3 because it 

offerss a large range of achievable conversion and selectivity. Lower a values lead to state 

multiplicityy and instability of one state and higher a values requires a large change of DÖ for 

aa small change of selectivity. In Figure 4.13, diagram A, the variation of the kinetic ratio a 

withh the temperature is shown. The temperature of 380 °C (653 K) corresponds to the desired 

kineticc ratio a - 0.3. The next design decision concerns the purity of the recycle. Because of 

thee easy separation of products, a safe assumption is that no products are recycled. This obeys 

thee rules previously formulated. 

Inn Figure 4.13. diagrams B and C, the variation of conversion and selectivity is presented 

att different recycle rales (a = 03 and ZA.3 = 1, ZB,S = 1). According to the guidelines it is better 

too use higher recycle rates. Diagrams B and C facilitate choosing the proper recycle rate. Due 

too economical constrains the recycle rate could not be extremely high. Therefore, in order to 

keepp a high selectivity, while considering the economic constrains, we choose the recycle rate 

/RR = 5. This value is enough to ensure a large range of achievable selectivity. Any larger 

recyclee will offer an unimportant increase of the attainable selectivity range. The last design 

variablee that must be set is the Damköhler number. 
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Figur ee 4.13. Case study: toluene trans-alkylation - steady state design. 

A.. Variation of kinetic ratio a with temperature 

B.. Effect of recycle rate on conversion. 

C.. Effect of recycle rate on selectivity. 
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Figuree 4.14. Toluene trans-alkylation - products distributio n and dynamic responses. 

A.. Variation of products distribution with plant Damköhler number. 

B.. Conversion and products distribution change when Damköhler increases with +100%. 

C.. Conversion and products distribution change when Damköhler decreases with -50%. 
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Accordingg to Figure 4.13 the sensitivity of selectivity is decreasing when Da is increased. A 

smallerr Da offers a larger range of attainable selectivity. For that reason we choose Da = 4. 

Thiss value let us manipulate the selectivity in a large range, by small changes of Da (i.e. flow 

rate).. Steady-state simulations were performed in AspenTech AspenPlus™. Afterwards, a 

rigorousrigorous dynamic model was built in AspenTech AspenDynamics™ (AspenTech, 2001). For 

eachh column, the reflux drum and the sump were dimensioned considering a residence time of 

55 minutes. The same rule was applied for the design of the mixer. All controllers used are PI 

controllerss with the following specifications: 

-- LC: Reactor, columns, mixer. Kp = 10 /o/%andK^m{X = 1 /o/%,; T\ = 6000min; Range: 0...2L 

-- TC: Columns: Kp = 1 "%„; T\ = 20 min; Reactor: Kv = 5 %/%; Ti = S min; Range:  10 K 

-- PC: Columns: Kp = 20 %l%\ T\ = 10 min; Range: P  0.01 bar 

Thee reactor has a volume of 3 m and is operated isothermal at T=653 K and P=30 atm. All 

distillationn columns have 30 trays and are operated at normal pressure. The purity of products 

iss 99.9%. The inlet pressure in all columns is 2 atm and the total pressure drop is 0.5 atm. 

Diagramm A of Figure 4.14 shows the product distribution at steady states. Unlike the 

previouss case study, the stability is not the main concern here because the operating point was 

chosenn in the region where only one steady-state exists. The most important issue in this case 

iss the flexibility and products distribution. Any change of the nominal operating point (Da=4) 

shiftss the distribution to a product or the other. Diagrams B and C of the same figure present 

thee response of the system for +100% and -50% disturbance in the plant Damköhler number. 

Thesee disturbances correspond to an increase from Da=A to Da=% and a decrease from Da=4 

too Da=2, respectively. When Damköhler number is increased by 100% (i.e. feed flow rate is 

reducedd to half of the nominal value) the distribution of the products change from 78% xylene 

andd 22% benzene to 86% xylene and 14% benzene. The disturbance in opposite direction 

(Damköhlerr decreases by -50%, i.e. feed flow rate increases with half of the nominal value) 

shiftss the distribution of products from 78% xylene and 22% benzene to 66% xylene and 34% 

benzene.. Therefore, a reasonably large range of product distributions is feasible: 66%-86% 

forr xylene and 14%-34% for benzene. 

Thee flexibility of the production rate is associated with the flexibility of the products 

distribution.. This important feature can be used in practice in a clever manner to change the 

productionn rate and product distribution according to market requirements. 
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Conclusion s s 

Thiss study deals with non-linear phenomena as state multiplicity and instability in 

Reactor-Separator-Recyclee systems involving multi-reactions, as well as with reactor design 

andd plantwide control issues. Two typical schemes are studied, as parallel/consecutive 

reactionn SI: A + B - • P; A + P -> ƒ?, and parallel reaction S2: A + B -> 2P\ 1A ->• P + R, 

respectively,, both considering bi-molecular kinetics. The analysis is presented in term of 

dimensionlesss numbers, as the plant Damköhler number and the ratio of kinetic constants. For 

eachh system a set of guidelines has been formulated. These guidelines should be considered 

duringg the conceptual stage of design and control of such systems. Two case studies 

consolidatee the theoretical analysis of the studied systems. 

Whenn two or more reactants have adjacent volatilities, they are recycled together. Fixing 

partiall flow rates would require composition measurements. In this case, designs achieving 

almostt complete conversion of one reactant are recommended. 

Althoughh self-regulation works well for simple reactions, in the case of complex 

stoichiometryy the situation is more complicated. Control structures involving self-regulation 

aree feasible only if there are sufficient reactions to adjust the consumption rate of each 

reactantt in such a way that no accumulation occurs. This condition is simple expressed by the 

equationn 4.3, which states that it is possible to set all feed flow rates on flow control only if 

thee rank of the stoichiometric matrix is higher than or equal to the number of reactants. 

Statee multiplicity could occur, some states being unstable, if the control structure implies 

self-regulationn of one reactant. The low-conversion branch is always unstable. This instability 

setss a hard constraint on the selection of the operating point. The high sensitivity of selectivity 

aroundd the turning point is an additional non-linear effect in the case of parallel reactions (two 

recyclee system). Therefore, designs close to this area must be avoided. 

Feasiblee steady states exist only if the reactor volume exceeds a critical value. This 

conditionn corresponds generally to a bifurcation point of the mass balance equations. For 

example,, for first-order reactions with pure product and recycle the feasibility condition is 

simplyy Da > 1 (Bildea et al, 2000; Kiss et al, 2002). Similar expressions hold for complex 

stoichiometricss (e.g. Eq. 4.11). 

Ignoringg the steady state multiplicity can lead to control difficulties. The nonlinear 

analysiss is an appropriate tool to identify and avoid such dangerous situations at the 
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conceptuall design stage. In order to enlarge the feasibility region and avoid unstable states or 

regionss where no steady states exist, we provide some basic guidelines, as follows: 

•S•S The recycle should contain only a very small amount of product or no product at all. 

SS The recycle rate should be as high as possible, limited only by the economical trade

off. . 

VV Depending on the product of interest the kinetic parameters could be changed in such 

aa way that the selectivity is maximized. The kinetic ratio a, used to manipulate the 

selectivity,, can be adjusted by changing the reaction conditions {e.g. temperature) or 

usingg another catalyst. 

Notatio n n 

CkCk - concentration of reactant k, mol/m3 

DaDa = Damköhler number, dimensionless 

== kl-V-Fo]-CA
n-i 

£a,ii = activation energy, kcal/mol 

FF = flow rate, m3/s 

/kk = flow rate, dimensionless 

== FJFO 

Aro.ii = pre-exponential factor, m 3 k m o r 1 s " 1 

A,, = reaction rate constant, (mol/m3)s_1 

A'pp = controller proportional gain, % / % 

nn = reaction order, dimensionless 

SS - selectivity, dimensionless 

T,T, = controller integral time, minutes 

VV = reactor volume, m 3 

XXkk = conversion of reactant k, dimensionless 

ZkZk = concentration of reactant k, dimensionless 

== Ck/C0 

aa = reactions rate constants ratio, dimensionless 
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Subscript s s 

00 = fresh feed 

11 = reactor inlet 

22 = reactor outlet, separation inlet 

3,, 5 = recycle streams 

Appendi x x 

Instabilit yy  of the low-conversio n branc h 

Whenn two steady states are born at a fold bifurcation point, at least one of them is unstable. In 

thee following, we will prove the instability of the low-conversion steady state, using only the 

steadyy state model. Hence, this result is independent of the dynamic separation model. For a 

stand-alonee reactor, the amount of reactant consumed depends on the reactor's feed flow rate. 

Inn a Reactor-Separator-Recycle system, the steady state values of the reactor-inlet flow rate 

orr recycle rate are given by the intersections of this curve with the dimensionless amount of 

reactantt fed in the process. We choose one example for each system discussed in the article. 

Forr the case shown in diagram A of Figure 4.2 (/R=10 and Da = 10) and the one presented in 

diagramm A of Figure 4.9 (/R=10 and Da = 4), two steady states exist. Both cases are shown in 

Figuree 4.15. To analyse the stability of the low-conversion state B, let us consider a small, 

positivee / negative deviation of the recycle and reactor inlet flow rate, respectively. At the 

rightright / left of point B, the amount of reactant fed in the process is larger / smaller than the 

amountt of reactant consumed. Reactant accumulation / depletion occurs, which is reflected by 

aa further increase / decrease of the recycle and reactor-inlet flow rates; hence the steady state 

BB is unstable. Note that although these arguments are independent of the dynamic separation 

model,, they give a necessary but not a sufficient stability condition. To prove the stability of 

thee high-conversion steady state A, a dynamic model is needed. The results of the dynamic 

simulationss for the case studies presented in the article confirm the stability of the high 

conversionn branch. 
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Figuree 4.15. Instabilit y of the low-conversion branch for  one- and two-recycle systems. 
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Conclusion ss and suggestion s for furthe r researc h 

Thee goal of this thesis was to investigate the design and control of recycle systems, by 

non-linearr analysis. Definition of a plant Damköhler number allows the generalization of the 

resultss in dimensionless form. Unlike the classical definition of the Damköhler number that 

usess reactor inlet flow rate, the plant Damköhler number uses the flow rate at plant input as 

thee reference value {Da = k-V-F^-C"'1). For recycle systems this definition is more 

appropriatee than the classical definition of Damköhler number. 

Inn contrast to stand-alone reactors, in Reactor - Separator - Recycle systems a zero-

conversion,, infinite-recycle steady state always exists if the control structure is based on self-

regulationn of component inventory. This state is stable if the reactor volume is below a critical 

value,, for a given feed flow rate and reaction kinetics. Feasible steady states are possible only 

iff the reactor volume exceeds the critical value. This constraint can be expressed conveniently 

usingg the plant Damköhler number: Da > DaCT. The condition corresponds generally to a 

bifurcationn point of the mass balance equations. For example, for first-order reactions with 

puree product and recycle the feasibility condition is simply Da > 1 (Bildea and Dimian, 2000; 

Kisss et al., 2002). Similar expressions hold for complex stoichiometrics (see Chapter 4). 

Feasiblee states can occur by twoo mechanisms: 

1.. A transcritical bifurcation, where the infinite-recycle state loses stability and a non-

triviall state gets meaningful values and gains stability. The simple one reaction 

systemss belong to this category. 

2.. A fold bifurcation (turning point), at which two steady states are born. This behaviour 

iss generic for consecutive and/or parallel reactions systems involving two reactants. 

Multiplee steady states are possible, even in the case of a simple reaction scheme and 

isothermall operation. In the bifurcation diagrams showing state multiplicity, the low-

conversionn states are unstable. This has practical importance only if the turning point is 

situatedd at higher conversions, for example slow termination or/and gel effect in case of 

polymerization.. In this case, one cannot obtain low conversion, which might be desirable for 

productt quality reasons, in a CSTR - Separator - Recycle system operating at a stable 
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operatingg point. The instability of the low-conversion branch sets a lower limit on the 

achievablee conversion. 

Thee behaviour of recycle systems is determined by the reaction stoichiometry, recycle 

policyy and control structure, and not by the reactor type as one would may presume. For 

example,, the behaviour of PFR recycle systems is identical to the one previously found in 

similarr isothermal systems involving a CSTR. The agreement refers not only to qualitative 

features,, but also to the parameter values at which different bifurcation phenomena occur. 

Whenn heat-effects are included (Chapter 2/3, S3 and S5), one fold point may enter the 

feasiblee range of positive conversion leading to state multiplicity. If two reactants are 

involvedd in consecutive-autocatalytic reactions (Chapter 2/3, S4 and S6), state multiplicity is 

aa generic feature. The multiplicity of states is important because it is accompanied by 

instabilityy of the low-conversion branch that sets a lower limit on the achievable conversion. 

Forr isothermal Reactor - Separator - Recycle systems involving complex stoichiometry such 

ass polymerization, this behaviour has practical importance when the radicals' quasi steady 

statee approximation is not valid (i.e. slow termination, gel-effect). In contrast, for non -

isothermall systems the large heat effect of polymerization reactions renders multiplicity to be 

veryy probable. When designing isothermal or non-isothermal PFR-separator-recycle systems 

onee must be aware of the non-linear behaviour and its implications on plant operability. 

Inn practice, designs near the bifurcation points are dangerous, since changing operating 

conditionss or uncertain design parameters can lead to a behaviour that is different from the 

expectedd one. Typically, a reactor design close to the transcritical bifurcation is unlikely due 

too the very small value of conversion. However, when a high-conversion fold point exists, an 

optimisationn procedure might suggest a reactor with minimum volume. High sensitivity is 

likelyy to occur near the fold. Therefore, such a design, close to the fold, can suffer from 

seriouss operability problems. If the reaction rate is over-estimated, or the feed flow rate 

deviatess from the nominal design value, the operating point falls at the left of the turning 

pointt in the Da - X map, in the region where no steady state exists. Infinite reactant 

accumulationn occurs in this case, and the plant has to be shut down. Therefore, in order to 

avoidd state instability and/or high sensitivity, designs around fold must be avoided. 

Self-regulationn is a convenient plantwide control strategy that works well for simple 

reactions.. However, in case of complex stoichiometry the situation is more complicated. 

Controll structures involving self-regulation are feasible only if there are sufficient reactions to 
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adjustt the consumption rate of each reactant such that no accumulation occurs. This condition 

iss simple expressed by equation 4.3 (Chapter 4), which states that it is possible to put all feed 

floww rates on flow control only if the rank of the stoichiometric matrix is higher than or equal 

toto the number of reactants. If the control structure implies self-regulation of one reactant, state 

multiplicityy could occur, some states being unstable. The low-conversion branch is always 

unstable.. This instability sets a hard constraint on the selection of the operating point. The 

highh sensitivity of selectivity around the turning point is an additional non-linear effect in the 

casee of parallel reactions (two recycles system). In order to enlarge the feasibility region and 

avoidd unstable states or regions where no steady states exist, some basic guidelines are 

provided,, as follows: 

SS The recycle should contain only a very small amount of product or no product at all. 

SS The recycle rate should be as high as possible, limited only by the economical trade

off. . 

SS Depending on the product of interest the kinetic parameters could be changed in such 

aa way that the selectivity is maximized. The ratio of reaction rate constants, used to 

manipulatee the selectivity, can be adjusted by changing the reaction conditions (e.g. 

temperature)) or using another catalyst. 

Ignoringg the steady state multiplicity during the design stage can lead to control 

difficulties.. The nonlinear analysis is an appropriate tool to identify and avoid such dangerous 

situationss at the conceptual design stage. The above mentioned guidelines are most helpful in 

thee case of control structure consisting of setting the fresh reactant stream on flow control. If 

thee situation permits, a stream in a recycle loop should be on flow control. This leads to stable 

controllablee plantwide control structures, with the inlet of the chemical reactor being an 

appropriatee location for fixing the flow rates. This location ensures stable behaviour and 

avoidss the undesired non-linear effects. 

Thee interaction between design and control can be revealed by mathematical models that 

considerss the nonlinearities existing in nearly every process. The use of linear models is not 

excludedd but linearisation around several operating points is required. The operation near 

bifurcationn varieties, such as folds, should be avoided. If operation near bifurcation points is 

requiredd due to performance reasons, the control system must ensure that possible 

disturbancess do not lead to a catastrophic change of system's behaviour. Two basic types of 

reactantt inventory control are possible: 1. Self-regulation of component inventory: this 
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conventionall control structure consists of setting one or more fresh reactant streams on flow 

control.. 2. Regulation by feedback control: the component inventory is measured and an 

appropriatee feedback control system is implemented. An appropriate location for fixing the 

floww rates is the inlet of the chemical reactor. Feed policy of the reactants is the main 

differencee between these two control strategies. The conventional strategy, based on the 

conceptt of self-regulation, offers more advantages but one must be aware of the non-linear 

behaviourr when designing such systems. A major advantage of this conventional control 

structuree is the opportunity to set directly the production rate and fix the product distribution. 

Thee regulation by feedback control approach leads to systems where the reactor behaves as 

decoupledd from the rest of the plant, similar to a stand-alone reactor. Therefore, conventional 

controll strategies developed for stand-alone reactors can be applied. However, this approach 

iss not always feasible or very helpful due to the process constrains or because the stand-alone 

reactorr itself exhibits state multiplicity. The main inconvenient of the regulation by feedback 

controll structure is that the production rate can not be set directly. 

Ass simple methodology to integrate the design and control we recommend generation of 

designn alternatives only after the nonlinear analysis is performed: identify and choose design 

variables,, formulate controllability criteria; identify feasible and unfeasible regions. The 

selectionn of a suitable design can be made after the controllability analysis is performed for all 

designn alternatives considered. 

Thee original contributions presented in this thesis cover an important area of the design 

andd plantwide control of recycle systems. Further research could consider other reactor types, 

reactionss networks, heat-integration, different separations and product specifications. Other 

interestingg issues worthwhile mentioning are: 

-- Finding an optimised method for selecting feasible control structures among various 

controll alternatives available. The number of possible control structures is given by the 

dilTcrcntt sets of specifications resulting from the degree of freedom analysis of the steady 

statee model. 

-- Checking the applicability of chemical reaction network theory (pioneered by Martin 

Feinberg)) to recycle systems. Potential extensions of the current theory would be very helpful. 

-- Investigating systematic methods for detecting if product distribution is fixed when all 

reactantss are self-regulating. 
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Summary Summary 

Summar y y 

Thiss thesis provides valuable new contributions in the field of design and control of 

recyclee systems by non-linear analysis. These could be summarized, by chapters, as follows: 

I .. Chapter  1 introduces the type of non-linear behaviour encountered in recycle systems 

andd makes a comparison with stand-alone reactors. Two basic plantwide control structures are 

shortlyy reviewed: A. Self-regulation of component inventory: this conventional control 

structuree consists of setting one or more fresh reactant streams on flow control. B. Regulation 

byby feedback control: the component inventory is measured and an appropriate feedback 

controll system is implemented. Feed policy of the reactants is the main difference between 

thesee two control strategies. The conventional strategy, based on the concept of self-

regulation,, offers more advantages but one must be aware of the non-linear behaviour when 

designingg such systems. When stand-alone units are coupled via mass recycle, the system 

mayy exhibit state multiplicity even when the stand-alone units have a unique stable state. The 

non-linearr behaviour of recycle systems depends on stoichiometry. A relatively simple 

methodologyy is provided for the design of recycle systems. 

II .. Chapter  2 investigates the multiplicity behaviour of six reaction systems of increasing 

complexity,, from one-reactant, first-order reaction to chain-growth polymerisation. Below a 

criticall value of the plant Damkohler number, Da< Daw, the only steady state involves infinite 

floww rates. Feasible steady states become possible only if the critical value is exceeded. In 

casee of one-reaction systems, one stable steady state is born at a transcritical bifurcation. For 

consecutive-reactionn systems, including polymerisation, a fold bifurcation can lead to two 

feasiblee steady states. Moreover, the transcritical bifurcation is destroyed when two reactants 

aree involved. If the gel-effect is included, a maximum of four steady states is possible. When 

multiplee steady states exist, the achievable conversion is constrained by the instability of the 

low-conversionn branch. This has practical importance for polymerisation systems when the 

radicals'' quasi-steady state assumption is not valid or the gel-effect is significant. 
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III .. Chapter  3 explores the non-linear behaviour of isothermal and non-isothermal PFR -

separatorr — recycle systems. The steady state behaviour of six reaction systems of increasing 

complexity,, from one-reactant first-order reaction to chain-growth polymerization, is 

investigated.. In PFR - separator - recycle systems feasible steady states exist only if the 

reactorr volume exceeds a critical value. For one-reaction systems, one stable steady state is 

bornn at a transcritical bifurcation. In case of consecutive-reaction systems, including 

polymerization,, a fold bifurcation can lead to two feasible steady states. The transcritical 

bifurcationn is destroyed when two reactants are involved. In addition, the thermal effects also 

introducee state multiplicity. When multiple steady states exist, the instability of the low-

conversionn branch sets a lower limit on the conversion achievable at a stable operating point. 

AA low-density polyethylene process is presented as a real plant example. The results obtained 

aree similar to CSTR-separator-recycle systems. This suggests that the behaviour is dictated by 

thee chemical reaction and flowsheet structure, rather than by the reactor type. 

IV .. Chapter  4 addresses the design and plantwide control of Reactor-Separator-Recycle 

systemssystems implying multi reactions. The study presents results of the non-linear analysis for two 

recyclee systems involving consecutive/parallel reaction: SI. A + B —* P; A + P —»• R where 

bothh reactants are recycled together; and S2. A + B —* 2P; 1A —» P + R where reactants are 

recycledd separately. The non-linear analysis, conducted in terms of dimensionless numbers, 

ensuress a large range of applicability. Two industrial case studies corresponding to each 

systemm are presented. It is demonstrated that plantwide control relying on self-regulation 

manifestss regions of state multiplicity or unfeasibility. Ignoring the steady state multiplicity 

cann lead to control difficulties or even un-operable plant. Nonlinear analysis is a way to 

identifyy and avoid such dangerous situations at an early stage of design. This chapter provides 

basicc guidelines that are useful for the design and control of such systems. 

V.. Conclusions of this study and author's comments and suggestions for further research 

aree presented. Due to the strong nonlinear behaviour, designs near bifurcation varieties such 

ass folds, should be avoided. The original contributions presented in this thesis cover an 

importantt area of the design and control of recycle systems. Nevertheless, there is more to 

exploreexplore in future studies. Further research could consider other reactor types, applicability of 

chemicall reaction network theory, heat-integration, optimised selection of control alternatives. 
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Samenvattin g g 

Recycle-systemenn in chemische processen bestaan uit verschillende componenten -

reactoren,, scheidingsapparaten - verbonden door massa- en energiestromen. Tengevolge van 

dee sterke onderlinge afhankelijkheid van de componenten vertonen zulke systemen niet-

lineairr gedrag. Verbeteringen in ontwerp en plantwide regelsystemen kunnen leiden tot een 

eenvoudigerr flowsheet met meer flexibiliteit alsmede grotere veiligheid en robuustheid. De 

introductiee van het plant-Damköhler getal maakt generalisering van de resultaten in 

dimensielozee vorm mogelijk. Een systematische analyse is gemaakt om inzicht te geven in 

veranderingenn van het gedrag: verschillende stoichiometrieën met toenemende complexiteit -

vann een eerste-orde reactie tot ketenpolymerisatie - zijn onderzocht. Ook zijn typische multi-

reactiee systemen (sequentieel/parallel) verkend. Conversie en selectiviteit worden daarbij als 

sleutel-parameterss beschouwd. Resultaten worden getoond aan de hand van industriële case 

studiess (bv. alkyleringen). 

Inn tegenstelling tot stand-alone reactoren bestaat er in recycle-systemen altijd een nul

conversie,, oneindige recycle steady-state werkpunt. Steady-states blijken uitsluitend mogelijk 

bovenn een kritisch minimum-volume van de reactor. In de praktijk zullen ontwerpen dichtbij 

bifurcatie-puntenn tot instabiel gedrag leiden. Het niet-lineaire gedrag van een recycle-systeem 

wordtt bepaald door de reactie-stoichiometrie, de recycle-structuur en de regeling, maar niet 

doorr het reactortype. Regelstructuren met zelf-regelend karakter zijn alleen haalbaar, als er 

voldoendee reacties aanwezig zijn om het verbruik van reactanten zodanig bij te stellen, dat er 

geenn accumulatie optreedt. Alle voedingsstromen kunnen op flow control worden gezet, 

alleenn dan wanneer de rang van de stoichiometrie-matrix groter of gelijk is aan het aantal 

reactanten.. Er blijkt een sterk verband tussen de recycle-hoeveelheid, concentratie-nivo van 

dee recyclestroom, kinetiek enerzijds en werkpunts-multipliciteit en stabiliteit anderzijds. 

Aanbevelingenn worden gedaan om het werkgebied te vergroten en gebieden met instabiele of 

afwezigheidd van steady-state werkpunten te vermijden. Niet-lineaire analyse blijkt hierbij een 

geschiktt middel om gevaarlijke situaties al in het conceptueel ontwerp te onderkennen en te 

verhelpen. . 
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Rezumat t 

Sistemelee chimice cu reciclu sunt compuse din unitati operationale (ex. reactor, separator) 

interconectatee prin fluxuri de masa sj energie. Datorita interacjiunilor puternice dintre aceste 

unitaji,, sistemele cu reciclu manifesté un comportament neliniar: schimbari minore ale 

parametrilorr de operare pot conduce la variatii foarte largi ale variabilelor de stare §i ïn unele 

cazurii la oprirea instalafiei chimice. De aceea este necesar un plus de flexibilitate, siguranfa sj 

robustetee a acestor sisteme, concomitent cu o instalape mai efïcienta dar un flux tehnologic 

maii simplu. Acest lucru se poate realiza printr-o proiectare mai eficace a procesului. 

Analizaa neliniara este principalul instrument folosit ïn acest studiu, ïn special la 

investigareaa bifurcatiilor §i a comportamentului haotic al sistemelor cu reciclu. Rezultatul 

principall al acestui studiu este prezentarea unor reguli generale de proiectare cu ajutorul 

parametrilorr adimensionali, ca de exemplu numarul plant Damköhler care cuprinde cinetica 

chimica,, debitul materiilor prime si voiumul reactorului. Diverse sisteme cu reacfii multiple 

dee complexitate crescatoare sunt investigate, de la reactia ireversibila de ordinul ïntai, la 

reactiii consecutive / paralele §i pana la polimerizare. 

ïnn contrast cu reactoarele chimice operate independent, ïn sistemele cu reciclu existenja 

starilorr stationare este posibila numai daca voiumul reactorului depase§te o anumita valoare 

critica.. In plus, daca reactorul este proiectat in regiunea punctelor de bifurcatie, toata instalatia 

poatee suferi de probleme de operabilitate. Comportamentul calitativ al sistemelor cu reciclu 

nuu este determinat de tipul de reactor, ei de stoechiomentria reacpülor chimice §i a structurii 

dee reglare. Acest studiu subliniaza avantajele structurilor bazate pe auto-reglare §i formulezS 

regulii generale de proiectare recomandate pentru extinderea regiunii de fezabilitate §i evitarea 

comportamentuluii instabil al sistemelor cu reciclu. Scopurile principale sunt flexibilitatea 

produc|iei,, conversiei si selectivitajii, precum §i siguranja ïn exploatare a instala|iei. 

Rezultatelee sunt ilustrate prin studii de caz industriale, ca de exemplu, polimerizarea etenei §i 

alchilarii ale hidrocarburilor alifatice §i aromatice. 
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